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RÉSUMÉ 

Ce mémoire tentera de décrire la motivation d'une conjecture récemment for

mulée, que nous appellerons la conjecture des espaces L (L-space conjecture), 

établissant un lien entre trois différentes méthodes d'étudier les trois-variétés. 

Énoncée de manière approximative, ladite conjecture prétend qu'il y a équiv

alence entre le fait d'imposer une certaine condition sur le groupe fondamental 

d'une trois-variété (le fait d'être ordonnable à gauche), la taille de son homologie 

de Heegaard-Floer, et l'existence de certains types de feuilletages. Après avoir 

introduit quelques notions élémentaires de la théorie des trois-variétés, nous don

nerons un traitement approfondi du fait d'être ordonnable à gauche ainsi qu'un 

survol de l'homologie de Heegaard-Floer et de la théorie des foliations. Les deux 

derniers sujets seront exposés de manière plus sommaire, et aux seules fins de 

correctement énoncer la conjecture. En cours de route, nous étudierons égale

ment les variétés de Seifert en détail puisqu'elles fournissent une large famille de 

variétés pour lesquelles la conjecture a été démontrée. Nous présenterons ensuite 

une partie de la démonstration de la conjecture des espaces L dans le cas des 

variétés de Seifert, due à Boyer, Rolfsen, Wiest, Gordon, et Watson, suivie d'une 

application de ce résultat aux revêtements ramifiés des noeuds toriques dûe à Gor

don et à Lidman. On terminera en énonçant la conjecture des espaces L, puis en 

donnant quelques résultats en faveur de sa validité ainsi que d'autres conjectures 

et problèmes y étant reliés. 

mots-clé: topologie des trois-variétés, variété de Seifert, groupe fondamental 

ordonnable à gauche, foliation tendue co-orientée, espace L. 



ABSTRACT 

This memoir will attempt to describe the motivation for a recent conjecture, 

which we will call the L-space conjecture, relating three different methods of 

studying three-manifolds. Vaguely stated, the conjecture daims equivalence be

tween imposing a certain condition (called left-orderability) on the fondamental 

group of a closed, connected, orientable three-manifold, the size of its Heegaard

Floer homology, and the existence of certain types of foliations it carries. After 

introducing some basic notions in three-manifold theory, we will give a thorough 

treatment ofleft-orderability as well as an overview of Heegaard-Floer homology 

and of foliation theory. The latter two subjects will be exposited more superfi

cially, and only as far as is necessary to state the conjecture properly. Along 

the way, we will also study Seifert spaces in some detail, as they constitute a 

large family of manifolds for which the conjecture has been proven. We will then 

present a portion of the proof of the L-space conjecture for Seifert spaces due to 

Boyer, Rolfsen, Wiest, Gordon, and Watson, followed by an application of this 

result to the branched cyclic covers of torus knots due to Gordon and Lidman. 

We will end by stating the L-space conjecture, additional evidence in its favour, 

and other related conjectures and problems. 

keywords: three-manifold topology, Seifert space, left-orderable fondamental 

group, co-oriented taut foliation, L-space. 



CHAPTER 1 

BASIC FACTS ABOUT MANIFOLDS 

1.1. The fondamental group in dimension three 

It is well known that the homeomorphism type of a closed, connected, orientable 

surface L is entirely determined by the rank of its first homology group, which is 

free abelian on 2g generators for some g ~ O. This is also the minimal number of 

generators of its fondamental group, which can be presented as 

One can ask if the betti numbers of a closed, connected, orientable n-dimensional 

manifold determine its homeomorphism type in general. This question was posed 

and solved by Poincaré in his Cinquième complément à l'Analysis Situs in which 

he constructed what came to be known as the Poincaré homology sphere, a 

closed, connected, orientable three-dimensional manifold whose fundamental 

group is nontrivial, but perfect. By Poincaré duality, this space has the same 

betti numbers as S 3 without being homeomorphic to it. It is at the end of this 

paper that Poincaré formulated the following conjecture, which would remain 

unresolved for almost a century: 

CONJECTURE (Poincaré). If a closed, connected, three-dimensional manifold has 

trivial fundamental group, it is homeomorphic to S 3• 

Before discussing this conjecture, we will ask ourselves a more naïve question, 

inspired by the classification of surfaces mentioned earlier: 

Does the fundamental group distinguish between closed, connected, orientable 

n-dimensional manifolds? 

This fails almost immediately: in dimension four, one need only consider the 

complex projective plane CJP>2, which is simply-connected but has nontrivial sec

ond betti number, and as such cannot be homeomorphic to S 4• But what about 
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dimension three? There are certainly reasons to believe that the fondamental 

group captures a lot of topological information in this setting: for example, the 

homology groups of a closed, connected, orientable, three-dimensional manifold 

M are entirely determined by 1r1 (M). 

As it turns out, we can construct a family of three-dimensional manifolds which 

are not determined by their fondamental group, called lens spaces. The surprising 

fact is that the only ambiguities present in the fondamental group, with regards 

to classifying closed, connected, and orientable three-manifolds, corne from this 

family of spaces and from questions of orientation. This will be made more 

precise later on; for the moment, we give a description of these spaces. 

Let p be a nonzero integer. Writing S 3 as {(z1,z2) E C2 1 lz112 + lz212 = 1}, we 

define a free action of Zp on S 3 by taking some integer q coprime to p and setting 
- 2,ri 23riq 

1 · (z1,z2) = (ePz1,ePz2). 

The lens space L(p, q) is defined as the quotient of S 3 by this ZP action. Note that 

L(p, q) is then universally covered by S 3 with Zp acting by deck transformations, 

so that 1r1 (L(p, q)) ~ ZP. For the fondamental group to distinguish between these 

spaces, it would be necessary for the above construction to be independent of q. 

This is not the case: in fact, the complete classification of lens spaces is known 

up to homotopy and up to homeomorphism: 

THEOREM 1. ( Classification of three-dimensional lens spaces) The lens spaces 

L(p, q) and L(p, q') are 

• Homotopy equivalent if and only if qq' is congruent to ±n2 modulo p for 

some integer n; 

• Homeomorphic if and only if q' is congruent to ±q±1 modulo p. 

PRooF. For the homotopy classification, see theorem 10 of [52]. For the homeo-

morphism classification, see theorem 2.5 of [22]. D 

Although the fondamental group fails to distinguish between lens spaces, this 

is the only family of "sufficiently simple" three-manifolds for which this sort of 

ambiguity occurs. In order to make this statement more precise, we introduce 

some key vocabulary and foundational results in the theory of three-manifolds. 
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A three-dimensional manifold M is called irreducible if any smooth submanifold 

of M homeomorphic to S 2 bounds a subset that is homeomorphic to the closed 

ball in JR.3. A three-dimensional manifold M is called prime if it is not S 3 and if 

whenever M can be expressed as a connected sum N1#N2, one of the manifolds 

N1 · or N2 must be S 3 . In general, an irreducible three-manifold which is not S 3 is 

always prime. The converse is true for all but two prime three-manifolds: the two 

S 2-bundles over S 1 are the only prime three-manifolds that are not irreducible 

(for a proof, see lemma 3.13 of [24]). The importance of these concepts cornes 

from the following result: 

THEOREM 2. (Prime decomposition theorem) Let M be a closed, connected, ori

entable three-manifold. Then there exists afinite set {P1, .. . Pn} of prime mani

folds such that 

Furthermore, the components in this decomposition are uniquely determined up 

to homeomorphism, so that this decomposition is unique up to permutation of the 

summands. 

PRooF. See theorem 1.5 of [22], as well as [32]. D 

Because the fondamental group of a three-manifold behaves well with respect to 

the connected sum operation ( the latter induces a free product on the level of the 

former), this result allows us to restrict our focus to prime manifolds. In fact, we 

may forther restrict to irreducible manifolds because we know precisely which 

prime three-manifolds are not irreducible. 

As it turns out, this notion of irreducibility (coupled with connectedness, closed

ness and orientability) is restrictive enough to allow the fondamental group to 

fonction as a near-complete invariant. More precisely, the following holds: if M 

is a closed, connected, orientable, irreducible three-manifold, then it is uniquely 

determined by its fondamental group, unless it is a lens space. We shall see why 

this is the case in the next section; for the moment, we introduce one more defi

nition. 

DEFINITION 3. Let L be a compact surface properly embedded in some three

manifold M. If there exists a disk D in M such that D n L = BD, and such that 

BD does not bound a disk in L, D is called a compression disk for L and L is said 
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to be compressible. If there exists no such disk, and Lis not homeomorphic to S 2 

nor to D2, Lis said to be incompressible. A closed, orientable three-manifold is 

said to be Haken if it contains an orientable, incompressible surface. 

1.2. The Geometrization conjecture 

In the context of three-manifold theory, a geometry is defined to be a simply con

nected manifold Y equipped with a Riemannian metric for which it is complete 

and homogeneous. A manifold Mis said to have geometric structure modelled on 

Y if Mis homeomorphic to Y/ï where ï is a subgroup of lsom(Y) acting freely 

on Y. In 1982, William Thurston formulated the geometrization conjecture, de

scribing a decomposition of three-manifolds into pieces admitting a geometric 

structure based on one of the eight three-dimensional geometries. We will not 

describe these notions in detail; we refer the reader to [ 45] for an exposition of 

the notions involved in Thurston's conjecture. Recause we will later refer to them 

by name, we list the eight geometries here: 

• Spherical; 

• Euclidean; 

• Hyperbolic; 

• S 2 X R; 

• H2 X R; 

• S~); 

• Nil; 

• Solv. 

The geometrization conjecture has since been proved; see [1] for a survey of 

the implications of this result. We will content ourselves with giving a short 

rundown of the power conferred to the fondamental group in dimension three by 

the geometrization theorem: 

THEOREM 4. (Geometrization) Let M be a closed, orientable, irreducible three

manifold. Then there exists a (possibly empty) finite set {T1, ... Tn} of pairwise 

disjoint incompressible tori in M such that the components of M - (T1 U ... U Tn) 

each admit a finite volume geometric structure based on one of the eight three

dimensional geometries. 
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If the set {T1, .•• Tn} is nonempty, then Mis Haken by definition. This case is 

settled by the following result: 

THEOREM 5. [51] Let M and N be closed, orientable, irreducible three-manifolds 

with isomorphic fundamental groups. If M is Haken, then M and N are homeo

morphic. 

If the set {T1, ... Tn} is empty, then M itself admits a geometric structure and has 

finite volume. Thus the problem reduces to determining whether the fundamental 

group distinguishes between the manifolds admitting such geometric structures. 

The case of spherical manifolds is dealt with by the Elliptization theorem: 

THEOREM 6. (Elliptization) A closed, orientable, irreducible three-manifold has 

finîte fundamental group if and only if it is spherical. 

Within the class of closed, oriented, irreducible spherical manifolds, it is known 

that the fundamental group is a complete invariant except when it cornes to lens 

spaces (see the comment on page 113 of [39]). Furthermore, this theorem implies 

the Poincare conjecture, for it is known that a spherical manifold adroits S 3 as its 

universal cover. If its fundamental group is trivial, it must therefore be homeo

morphic to S 3• We are thus left with manifolds with infini te fundamental group. 

If a closed, oriented, irreducible three-manifold is neither hyperbolic nor Solv, 

but belongs to one of the other six geometries, it is in fact Seifert-fibred (we will 

define this notion in chapter 5). This case is covered by the following rigidity 

theorem: 

THEOREM 7. [ 46) Let M be a closed, orientable, irreducible Seifert fibred space 

with infinite fundamental group, and let N be a closed, orientable, irreducible 

3-manifold such that n 1 (M) is isomorphic to n 1 (N). Then Mis homeomorphic to 

N. 

We are left with closed, orientable, irreducible Solv and hyperbolic manifolds. 

The former have been studied directly, and classified, and it tums out that the 

fundamental group is a complete invariant (see page 244 of [2]). For the hyper

bolic case, we have the Mostow rigidity theorem: 

THEoREM 8. [35] Let M and N be closed, orientable, irreducible three-manifolds 

with isomorphic fundamental groups. If M is hyperbolic, then M and N are 

homeomorphic. 
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This concludes the (quasi) classification of closed, oriented, irreducible three 

manifolds via their fundamental group, and the prime decomposition theorem 

allows us to summarize these results as follows: 

THEOREM 9. Let M and M' be closed connected, oriented, three-dimensional 

manifolds with isomorphic fundamental groups. There exist integers p 1, •.. Pb 

q1, ... qk, q;, ... q~, as well as orientable prime manifolds N1, ... N m, such that 

• None of the N1 are lens spaces; 

• qi and q; are coprime to p;for every i in {1, ... , k}; 

• M:::: N1# .. . #Nm#L(p1,q1)# ... #L(pk,qk); 

• M' :::: N1# ... #Nm#L(pi, q;)# ... #L(Pk, q~). 

It is worth noting that even when qi = q; for all i, M and M' are not necessarily 

homeomorphic, because the N1 or the L(pi, qi) may have opposite orientations, 

and the connected sum operation depends on this choice of orientation. Thus 

closed, oriented three-manifolds are uniquely determined by their fundamental 

group up to lens spaces and orientation of their prime factors. 

Now that we are thoroughly convinced that the fundamental group is a powerful 

invariant of closed three-manifolds, we can impose certain restrictions on it and 

try to understand the resulting restrictions on three-manifolds. 

1.3. Miscellaneous facts 

We gather here some general facts about three-manifolds which will be useful 

later. 

LEMMA 1 O. Let M be a compact, connected three-manifold such that either 

• M is closed and non-orientable; or 

• ôM is nonempty but contains no S 2 or P2 components. 

Then b1 (M) > O. 
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PRooF. Let W denote the manifold obtained by gluing two copies of M along their 

common boundary (if M is closed, this is just two disjoint copies of M). Then 

W is a closed 3-manifold, and as such has Euler characteristic O by Poincaré 

duality (if M is non-orientable, we need to consider coefficients in Z2 instead; see 

corollary 3.37 of [23]). 

Appyling the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to W decomposed as two copies of M and 

a collar neighbourhood of 8M, we get 

o = x(W) = 2x(M) - x(ôM), 

so that 2x(M) = x(BM). 

On the other hand, if M is non-orientable or has nonempty boundary, we have 

b3(M) = O. By hypothesis, each component of ôM has non-positive Euler char

acteristic. Thus 
1 

0 ~ 2aM = x(M) = 1 - b1 (M) + b2(M), 

so that b1(M) ~ 1 + b2(M) ~ 1. D 

DEFINITION 11. A surface S in a three-manifold M is called two-sided if there is 

an embedding 

h: S X [-1, l] ~ M 

such that h(x,O) = x for all x ES and such that h(S x [-1, 1]) n 8M = h(ôS x 

[-1, l]). A three-manifold Mis called P2-irreducible if it is irreducible and con

tains no two-sided P2• 

LEMMA 12. Let M be compact and P2-irreducible with b1(M) = O. Then Mis a 

3-ball or is closed and orientable. 

PRooF. Suppose M is not a 3-ball. We proceed by contradiction: suppose ôM is 

nonempty. Because Mis P2-irreducible and is nota 3-ball, its boundary cannot 

contain any S 2 or P2 components. lndeed, if ôM contained a 2-sphere, said 

2-sphere would bound a 3-ball B. But B would be both closed in M as it is 

compact, and open in M by invariance of domain. Thus M would be a 3-ball, 

which is contrary to our hypotheses. Thus by lemma 10, we have b1 (M) > O. 

Therefore M must be closed. If it were non-orientable, lemma 10 would again 

give a contradiction. o 
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THEOREM 13. Let M be an irreducible three-manifold. Then M contains a two

sided P2 if and only if it is non-orientable and its fundamental group contains an 

element of order two. 

PRooF. See theorem 8.2 of [17]. D 

A knot is a smooth embedding K : S 1 ~ S 3 . Its complement is defined to be the 

setS 3 -K(S 1). 

Given a knot K, let v be an open tubular neighbourhood of K(S 1) and set X = 
S 3 - v. Note that because v deformation retracts onto K(S 1 ), the homology of X 

is the same as the homology of the complement of K. Let X be the covering of X 

associated to the kemel of the Hurewicz homomorphism 

h : n1 (X) ~ H1 (X). 

By Alexander duality, we have H1 (X) = Z. For this reason, we shall call X the 

infinite cyclic covering of X. The n-fold cyclic cover of X will be the covering 

associated to the kemel of the map 

where p denotes the canonical projection of Z onto Zn (we may identify H1(X) 

with Z by fixing an orientation for K). 

Let K be a knot in S 3, let v be a closed tubular neighbourhood of K(S 1 ), and fix 

a meridian mon av. Fix an integer n and let Xn denote the n-fold cyclic cover of 

S 3 - int(v). The preimage T of av in Xn via the projection map is a torus and the 

preimage of m is a loop fit on T. Let '1I' be a solid torus, and fix a meridian c on 

of. The space obtained by gluing '1I' to Xn along their respective boundaries 8'1I' 

and T such that c is identified with fit is denoted "f.uK. The covering map on Xn 

can be extended to a map "'LnK ~ S 3 which is an n-fold covering map outside of 

the preimage of K. The space "f.uK along with this projection is called the njold 

branched cyclic cover of S 3 ramified over K, or the njold branched cyclic cover 

of K for short. 

We will be interested in a specific family of knots, the torus knots. They can be 

defined as follows: let p and q be coprime integers, and let T be an unknotted 

solid torus in R3 c S 3• Fixing a meridian m and a 0-framed longitude l on 8T, a 

(p, q) torus knot, denoted Tp,q, is defined to be a simple closed curve representing 
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the homology class q[m] + p[l]. We now state some facts, without proof, about 

torus knots and the fundamental groups of their branched cyclic covers. 

Let n, p, q be integers ~ 2 , and set f(n, p, q) = (x, y, zl.x" = yP = zq = xyz) and 

A.(n,p,q) = (x,y,zlx" = yP = zq = xyz = 1) 

PROPOSITION 14. f(n, p, q) is finite if and on/y if A.(n, p, q) is finite, that is, if and 

on/y if l + l + l > 1. n p q 

PRooF. See page 68 of [12]. D 

PROPOSITION 15. [f(n, p, q), f(n, p, q)] has finite index in f(n, p, q) if and only if 

~ + ! + i * 1. In particular, if~ + ! + i * 1, then [[(n, p, q), f(n, p, q)] is finite 

if and on/y if[(n, p, q) is finite. 

PRooF. This follows by computing the order of Ab(f(n, p, q)). Rewriting [(n, p, q) 

as 

f(n,p,q) = (x,y,zlxyzx-n = xyzy-P = xyzz-q = 1) 

expresses Ab([(n, p, q)) as the free abelian group on three generators quotiented 

by the relations given by the matrix 

A=r l~n l~p ~ l 
l 1 1 1-qJ 

and whose order is infinite if detA is zero, and equal to I detAI otherwise. We 

have 
1 1 1 

detA = np + pq + pn - pqn = npq(- + - + - - 1), 
n p q 

proving our claim. 

PROPOSITION 16. If~ + ! + i = 1, then [[(n, p, q), f(n, p, q)] is infinite. 

D 

PRooF. Suppose~+!+ i = 1. Because A(n, p, q) arises as a quotient of f(n, p, q), 

it suffi.ces to show that [A(n, p, q), A.(n, p, q)] is infinite. Note that by proposi

tion 14, A(n, p, q) is infinite. If it were the case that [A(n, p, q), A.(n, p, q)] is fi

nite, then the quotient A(n, p, q)/[A(n, p, q), A.(n, p, q)] would have to be infinite. 

However up to permutation, the only possible values for the triplet (n, p, q) are 

(2, 3, 6), (2, 4, 4) and (3, 3, 3). Abelianizing the presentation 

A.(n,p,q) = (x,y,zl~ = yP = zq = xyz = 1) 
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given above for these choices of triplets yields 

• Ab(L1(2, 3, 6)) = Z,; 

• Ab(L1(2,4,4)) = Zi EB2.i; 

• Ab(L1(3, 3, 3)) = ~ œ 2:3. 

10 

Thus [8(n, p, q), L1(n, p, q)] is infinite, so that [r(n, p, q), r(n, p, q)] is infinite as 

well. D 

DEFINmoN 17. The (n, p, q) Brieskom manifold is the compact 3-manifold given 

as a subset of C3 by 

M(n,p,q) := {t; + z~ + z; = 0} n {lz112 + lz212 + lz312 = 1} 

THEOREM 18. 7r1 (M(n, p, q)) = [r(n, p, q),r(n, p, q)] 

PRooF. This is the main result of [33]. 

TuEOREM 19. M(n, p, q) is homeomorphic to "I:.n(Tp,q). 

PRooF. See lemma 1.1 of [33]. 

D 

D 

CoROLLARY 20. The spaces "J:.n(Tp,q) have finite fundamental group in exact/y the 

following cases: 

(1) {n,p,q} = {2,2,n} with n 2::: 2; 

(2) {n, p, q} = {2, 3, 3}; 

(3) {n,p,q} = {2,3,4}; 

(4) {n,p,q} = {2,3,5}. 

PRooF. This follows from the results listed above, combined with the observation 

that the only unordered triples {n, p, q} such that t + ! + i > 1 are those given in 

the corollary statement. o 



CHAPTER 2 

LEFT ORDERABILITY 

2.1. Algebraic facts 

DEFINITION 21. A group is called left-orderable if it is nontrivial and admits a 

strict total ordering < which is invariant by multiplication on the left, that is, such 

that for every f, g, h E G, 

f < g ==} hf < hg. 

We shall call such an ordering a left-ordering on G. Note that g > 1 if and only if 
g-1 < 1. 

CoROLLARY 22. Suppose G is left-orderable. Then G is nontrivial and torsion-free. 

In particular, G is infinite. 

PRooF. That G is nontrivial follows immediately from the definition. To see that 

Gis torsion-free, we proceed by contradiction, and suppose that G contains an 

element g different from the identity such that gn = 1 for some n E N. By 

taking g-1 if necessary, we can assume without loss of generality that 1 < g. 

Successively multiplying both sides of this inequality by g yields the relation 

1 n-1 n 1 <g< ... <g <g =' 

which is absurd. D 

A left-ordering on a group is entirely determined by its positive cone 

P = {g E G 1 1 < g} 

. Elements of P will be called positive. Given a subset E of a group G, we will 

write 

E-1 = {g-1 1 g E E}. 

That is, E-1 is the set of inverses of elements of E. The proof of the following 

proposition is direct: 
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PROPOSITION 23. Let G be a group equipped with a left-ordering. Its positive cone 

P satisfies the following conditions: 

(1) Pis a subsemigroup ofG; 

(2) G={l}uPuP-1. 

Conversely, any group G containing a subset P satisfying the two above condi

tions can be equipped with a left-ordering by setting 

g < h ~ g-1h E P. 

In light of the above proposition, given a group G, we will call any subset of G 

satisfying conditions 1 and 2 a positive cone by abuse of language. Note that a 

positive cone P of G satisfies the following properties: 

(1) Pis a subsemigroup of G not containing 1; 

(2) If f g E P, then f E P or g E P, 

but these properties do not characterize positive cones of G. We will call a subset 

of G satisfying the two above properties a subpositive cone of G. Note that a 

subpositive cone is a positive cone if it satisfies the following third property: 

(3) For every g E G - {1}, either g or g- 1 belongs to G. 

We will need the following result on subpositive cones in the following: 

LEMMA 24. If P is a subpositive cone of G, then Q = (P-1 )C is a subsemigroup of 

G. 

PRooF. Supposef andgbelongto Q. Thenf-1 andg-1 donotbelongtoP, sothat 

g-1 r 1 does not belong to P either as Pis a subpositive cone. Thus f g belongs to 

Q. D 

Given a finite family E 1, ••• ,En of subsets of a group G, we let S(E1, ••• ,En) 

denote the semigroup generated by the Ei, that is, the set of nonempty products 

of elements of the Ej. In the event where some of the Ei are singletons, we will 

drop the brackets from the semigroup notation; i.e. we will write S (g, h) instead 

of S({g}, {h}). Given a finite subset {g1, •.. ,gn} of Gand an arbitrary subset X 

of G, we may form 2n potentially distinct semigroups as follows: for each set of 
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Eï = ± 1, 1 :s; i ::s; n, form the semigroup S (X, 8r1 , ••• , 8~" ). The intersection of ail 

2n semigroups of this form will be denoted /(X, 81, ... , 8n). 

Following [38], we will shortly prove a useful criterion for determining when a 

group is left-orderable, but for the moment we need a few lemmas concerning 

positive cones and subpositive cones. 

LEMMA 25. Let G be a 8roup satisfying the following property, which we will 

denote (t): for any fmite subset {g1, ... ,gn} of G, we have /(l,81, ... ,gn) = 1. 

Then for every g E G - {1 }, there exists a subpositive cone Cg containing g. 

PROOF. Fix a g E G - { 1}, and consider the family 'F of subsets X of G such that 

(1) Xis a subsemigroup of G containing 1; 

(2) for any finite subset {g1, ••• , gn} of G, we have g ~ /(X, g1, ••• , gn). 

This family is nonempty: by hypothesis, it contains {l}. Let C be an ascending 

chain in 'F, and consider the set M = UxEcX, which is clearly an upper bound 

for C with regards to set inclusion. We daim that M belongs to 'F. To see 

this, first note that a union of nested subsemigroups of G containing 1 is also a 

subsemigroup of G containing 1, so that condition 1 is verified for M. 

To see that M also satisfies condition 2, let {g1, •.. ,gn} be a finite subset of G, 

and suppose for the sake of contradiction that g belongs to l(M, g1, ... , gn). This 

yields 2n ways of expressing g in terms of elements of M and of the gf 1. Only 

a finite nurnber of elements of M are required to forrn these 2n words; therefore 

there is some element X' of C containing all of said elements. But this means 

that g belongs to /(X', 8l, ... , gn), contradicting the fact that X' is in 'F. Thus g 

does not belong to l(M, g1, ••• , gn), so that Mis in 'F. By Zorn's lemma, 'F has a 

maximal elernent Xg. We daim that for any f E G, Xg contains either for 1-1 . 

Indeed, if this claim were false for some element f of G - { 1} (note that Xg 

contains 1 by construction), then the semigroups S (Xg, f) and S (Xg, 1-1) would 

both properly contain Xg. By maximality of Xg, condition 2 must fail for both of 

these semigroups, so that there exist finite subsets {h1, ••• , hd and {h;, ... , h;} of 

G such that 

• g E /(S (Xg, f), h1, ... , hk); 

• g E /(S(Xg,f-1),h;, ... ,h;). 
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Therefore given any set of Eï = ± 1, 1 :5: i :5: n, we may write g 

• as a product of l and of the ht, and 

• as a product of 1-1 and of the h; €;. 

In other words, l(X8 , l, h1, ••• , hk, h;, ... , h;) contains g, contradicting condition 

2 for X8 • Thus Xg must contain l or 1-1 as claimed. 

Note that Xg cannot contain g: this follows by taking {g1, ••• , gn} = 0 in condition 

2. We claim that Cg = G - Xg is the desired subpositive cone: first, we have 

already seen that Cg contains g and does not contain 1. To see that Cg is a sub

semigroup of G, let land h belong to Cg. Then 1-1 and h-1 both belong to Xg, so 

that if lh also belongs to Xg, we must have l E Xg and h E Xg, which is absurd. 

To verify the final property of subpositive cones, suppose lh E Cg. If both land 

h belong to Xg, then l h i also belongs to Xg, which is absurd. Thus either l or h 

must belong to Cg. 

Note that Cg is only subpositive in general, as Xg may contain both land 1-1 for 

somel E G. o 

LEMMA 26. Let G be a group satisfying property (t). Then Gis left-orderable. 

PRooF. We consider the family <f of subpositive cones X of G. Given an ascend

ing chain C in r, the union M of all its elements is again a subpositive cone of 

G: indeed, M cannot contain 1 as none of the elements of C does; and if l g E M, 

then l g belongs to some element X' of C, so that either l or g belongs to X' (and 

therefore to M). Thus r has a maximal element P by Zom's lemma. We claim 

that P is in fact a positive cone of G. To see this, we must show that for any 

g E G - {l}, we have either g E P or g-1 E P. 

We proceed by contradiction: suppose there exists a g E G - { 1} such that neither 

g nor g-1 is contained in P. By lemma 25, we may find a subpositive cone Pg 

containing g. Note that the set P8 n (P-1y is a subsemigroup by lemma 24. We 

claim that the set C = Pu (P g n (P-1 Y) is a subpositive cone properly containing 

P. 

First, C clearly contains P and does not contain 1. To see that C is a subsemigroup 

of G, we consider elements l E P and h E Pg n (P-1y (all other cases being 

direct). Suppose lh fi. P. Then h-11-1 fi. p-1, so that h-1r 1 E (P-1y. But this 
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means J-1 E (P-1f, as (P-1Y is a subsemigroup of G. This in turn implies that 

1-1 <t. p-1, which would mean f <t. P, which is absurd. 

To verify that C satisfies the final property of subpositive cones, consider ele

ments f and h of G such that f h E C. Suppose f is not in C. Then f belongs 

neither to P nor to P g n (P-1 Y. If f h belongs to P, we are done as P is a subposi

tive cone. We may therefore suppose that fh <t. P. Summarizing the situation, we 

have 

(1) f- 1 E (P-1f as f <t. P; 

(2) fh E Pg n (P-1y as fh E C and fh <t. P; 

(3) h-11-1 E (P-1y as fh <t. P. 

Combining (1) and (2), we see that h E (P-1y. lt remains to see that h E Pg. 

Because Pg is a subpositive cone, by (2) it suffi.ces to show that f <t. Pg. This 

is necessarily the case if f E (P-1Y, because we supposed f <t. C. On the other 

hand, if f <t. (P-1Y, then 1-1 E P, so that we directly have h E C by (2). 

We have thus shown that C is a subpositive cone containing P. Furthermore, as P 

does not contain g-1, C must contain g, so that C properly contains P (as P does 

not contain g either), contradicting the maximality of P. 

We have thus proved that P is a positive cone for G, so that G admits a left-

ordering by the second part of proposition 23. D 

PROPOSITION 27. ( Finite subset criterion for left-orderability) A group G is left

orderable if and only if for every finite subset {g1, ... , gn} of G which does not 

contain the identity element of G, there exists a set of Eï = ±1, i = 1, ... , n, such 

that S (g11 , ••• , g:) does not contain the identity element of G. 

PRooF. Suppose Gis a left-orderable group, and let {g1, •.. ,gn} be a finite subset 

of G which does not contain the identity. For each gi, take Ej such that gr > 1. 
Tuen every element of S (g11 , ••• , g:) is strictly positive. 

Conversely, suppose that G is a group satisfying the finite subset criterion. We 

daim that G satisfies property (t). To see this, we proceed by contradiction 

and suppose we have a finite subset {g1, ... , gn} of G such that the intersection 

/(g1, ... ,gn) contains a nontrivial element g. We may assume without loss of 
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generality that {g1, •.• , gn} does not contain the identity element of G. For each 

choice of Ej = ±1, 1 ::5 i ::5 n, we therefore have the following: 

• gis a word in the g7;; 
• gis a word in the g~€;. 

Thus for each choice of Eï = ± 1, both g and g-1 belong to S (g11. ... , g~· ), so 

that each of the 2n+l semigroups S (g±1, g11 , ••• , g~·) contains the identity element, 

contradicting the fact that G satisfies the finite subset criterion of the hypothesis. 

We conclude that G must satisfy property (t), so that by lemma 26, G is left-

orderable. D 

THEOREM 28. (Burns-Hale) A group G is left-orderable if and only if for every 

nontrivial.finitely generated subgroup H ofG, there exists a left-orderable group 

Land an epimorphism H ~ L. 

PRooF. Suppose Gis left-orderable. Then every nontrivial sugroup H of Gis also 

left-orderable, and the identity map from H to itself suffi.ces. 

Conversely, suppose Gis a group satisfying the condition in the theorem's state

ment. We will prove that G satisfies the finite subset criterion. We proceed by 

induction on the cardinality of a given finite subset {g1, ••• , gn} of G not contain

ing the identity. 

For n = 1, suppose that S(g1) contains the identity. Tuen g1 must have finite 

order; but this contradicts the hypothesis that the finitely generated group (g1) 

surjects onto a left-orderable (hence infinite) group. 

We now suppose that the finite subset criterion is satisfied for all subsets of G of 

cardinality less than or equal to n and not containing the identity, and we consider 

a subset {g1, ..• , gn+d of G, also not containing the identity. By hypothesis, there 

exists a left-orderable group Land a nontrivial homomorphism 

We may reindex the gi so that {g1, ... , gn+d is partitioned into the sets 

• A = {g1, ••• , gk}, all of whose elements have nontrivial image under </); 

and 

• B = {gk+l, ... ,gn+d, all of whose elements are mapped to 1 by <p. 
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Note that because <pis nontrivial, A is nonempty, so that B has cardinality less 

than or equal to n. By our induction hypothesis, we may take a set of Eï = ± 1, 
i = k + 1, ... , n + 1, such that S (g:".:I, ... , g:::) does not contain the identity 

element of G. Furthermore, because no element of Ais mapped to the identity 

element of the left-orderable group L, we may take a set of Eï = ± 1, i = 1, ... , k, 

such that h(giy; > 1 for each such i. 

We claim that S (g11 , •• • , g:n_;p does not contain the identity element 1 of G. For 

if it did, we could express 1 as a word w in the g{i. Such a word would have 

to contain a power of g/j for some gj in the set A, as S (g:".:I, ... , g::D does not 

contain 1. Writing e for the identity element in L, we would therefore have 

e = </J(l) = </J(w) = w, 

with w e S(</J(g1)"1 , ••• ,<p(gk)"k). However, by our choice of the Eï, each such 

word is strictly greater than e in L, contradicting the fact that w = e. o 

2.2. Order-preserving homeomorphisms of the real line 

Left-orderability of a group is strongly related to the existence of actions by 

orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of R We begin with the following: 

PRoPosmoN 29. Homeo+OR) is left-orderable. 

PROOF. Take a sequence (xn) of points which is dense in R For any pair f, g e 

Homeo+(Jif..), we then set f::;; g if f = g or if the first n such that f(xn) * g(xn) is 

such that f(xn) < g(xn). This defines a left-invariant total ordering on Homeo+(Jif..) 

since f preserves orientation if and only if f preserves the natural order on R 
lndeed, if x E R, a generator for H1 (]if.., R- {x}) can be represented by a monotone 

map cr : [0, 1] ~ R with x e cr((O, 1)). If f is increasing, f o cr is increasing 

if cr is increasing, and f o cr is decreasing if cr is decreasing. Thus f preserves 

orientation as cr and f o cr represent local homology classes that extend to the 

same fondamental class. Conversely, if f is decreasing, f o cr is decreasing if 

cr is increasing, and f o cr is increasing if cr is decreasing, so that f reverses 

orientation. D 
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The following theorem is well-known but detailed, self-contained proofs are bard 

to find in the literature. The following is an expanded version of the proof given 

in [19], supplemented with material provided by Steven Boyer. 

THEOREM 30. Let G be a countable, left orderable group. Then G is isomorphic 

to a subgroup of Homeo+(R). 

PRooF. Step 1: Constructing an increasing map from G into R. Suppose G is 

a countable left-orderable group. We will construct an injective homomorphism 

fromG intoHomeo+CIR). We write Gas {gïli EN}, andconstructamap </>: G ~ R 

inductively as follows: we first set <f>(g0) = 0, then, assuming that <f>(g0), ... , <f>(gn) 

have been defined, we set 

• <{)(gn+I) = max{<f>(go), ... , <{)(gn)} + 1 if gn+I > gi for all i E {O, ... , n}; 

• </)(gn+I) = min{<f>(go), ... , </)(gn)} - 1 if gn+I < gi for ail i E {0, ... , n}. 

If neither of the above conditions is satisfied, there exists a unique pair integers 

k, l :::;; n such that 

• gk < gn+I < g1; 

• there is no gi with i E {0, ... ,n} such that gk < gi < g1. 

We then set 
"'( ) - </)(gk) + </>(g1) 
'r gn+I - 2 · 

lt is clear from our construction that </) is strictly increasing. Writing X = <f>(G), 

we obtain an action g H </>g of G on X by setting </)g(<p(h)) = <f>(gh). It is this 

action that we will seek to extend to all of R. In order to do this, we first need to 

study the space X. 

Step 2: Preliminary properties of X. 

LEMMA 31. X is unbounded. 

PRooF. Letting En = {g0, ••• , gn}, we take a strictly positive (resp. negative) ele

ment gin G - En. Then gmax(En) is strictly larger than all elements of En. Let k 

be the index of g max(En) in our enumeration of G, i.e. write g max(En) = gk. We 

show by induction that there is necessarily some integer m such that n ::; m < k 

and gm+I > gi for all elements gi of Em. Indeed, if gn+I > gi for all elements gi of 

En, we are done. If not, then gk is strictly larger than all elements of En+ 1. N ow, 
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given some integer l such that n :s; l < k and such that gk is strictly larger than 

all elements of E1, either g1+1 > gi for ail elements gi of E1, in which case we are 

done, or gk is strictly larger than ail elements of Ei+t· If this process does not 

terminate before we reach k - l, it will terminate at k - 1 as we will have shown 

that gk is strictly larger than ail elements of Ek-t, so that k - 1 will yield the de

sired integer m. In any case, <p(gm);;:: max{<jJ(h): h E En}+ 1 by construction. By 

repeating the process with Em, we see that we can find arbitrarily large elements 

of X. A similar argument with g min(En) shows that Xis unbounded below. o 

LEMMA 32. The closure X of X satisfies the condition that if (a, b) is a connected 

component of rit - X, then a E X and b E X. 

PRooF. We proceed by contradiction: suppose for instance that a r:t X, and take 

8 < b - a, so thatfor ail x E (a-8,a], y E [b,b + 8), we have 

x+y 
a< - 2- <b. 

As a E X - X and b E X, we have a pair (m, n) such that </J(gm) E (a - 8, a) and 

c/J(gn) E [b, b + 8). 

Let M = max(m, n), and take O < E < 8 such that ail c/J(gk) with k ::s; M are 

excluded from (a - E, a+ E). Note that this is possible because we supposed that 

a r:t X. Let i be the first index such that </J(gï) is in (a - E, a + E), so that in fact 

all c/J(gk) with k < i are excluded from (a - E, a + €). Then c/J(gi) < c/J(gn) and 

c/J(gi) > </J(gm), with m, n < i, so that </J(gï) cannot have been obtained in the first 

nor in the second manner listed in our construction. Thus we necessarily have 

c/J(gi) = cfJ(gk); <fJ(g,) 

for some (unique) pair (k, l) of integers with k, l < i, and such that there is no 

element 8i with j < i such that gk < gi < g,. 

We may suppose without loss of generality that </J(gk) < c/J(g1). Note that we then 

have 

a - E < </J(gk) < </J(gi) < </J(gz), 

so that </J(g1) E [b, c/J(gn)]: indeed, c/J(gi) is excluded from (a - €, a + €) because 

l < i, and is excluded from (a, b) because it is in X, so that c/J(g1) ;;:: bon the one 
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hand. On the other hand, if we had </J(g1) > </J(gn), we would have g1 > gn > gk; 

but this is impossible due to the fact that n < i. 

To deal with </J(gk), we first note that if it were the case that </J(gk) ~ b, we would 

have </J(gï) ~ bas well, contrary to the assumption that </J(gï) e (a - E, a+ E). A 

similar argument to the one in the previous paragraph then shows that </J(gk) e 

[</J(gm), a - E]. Summarizing, we have 

• </J(g,) E [b, <fJ(gn)] Ç [b, b + ô) and 

· • </J(gk) E [</J(gm), a - E] Ç (a - ô, a). 

By our choice of 8, we therefore have a < <fi(gk);'t,(gi) < b, so that </J(gi) e (a, b). 

But this contradicts the fact that (a,b) is in R - X. Thus a e X and similarly, 

be X. D 

The bijection fixed above between G and N is no longer necessary and as such, we 

will be dropping the indices from the elements of G. The following terminology 

will be useful as we continue our analysis of X: 

DEFINITION 33. A gap in Gis a pair (f,h) of elements of G such that f < h and 

such that the set {a e G: f <a< h} is empty. 

A gap in Xis a partition G = LU U of G such that f < h for all f e Land h e U, 

and such that inf </J(U) - sup </J(L) > O. 

LEMMA 34. For every gap G = L U U in X, there is a corresponding gap (cr, t) 

in G such that f ~ cr for all </J(f) e L and t ~ h for all </J(h) e U. We call cr a 

supremum for </J- 1(L) and tan infimum for </J- 1(U). 

PRooF. To see this, set a= sup</J(L) and,B = inf </J(U). Then (a,,B) is a connected 

component of R - X, so that a and ,B belong to X. We therefore have elements cr 

and t of G such that </J(cr) = a and </J(t) = ,B. As </J is order-preserving, it is clear 

that cr and t behave as desired because a and ,B do. D 

We now show that G-translates of gaps in X are still gaps in X. More precisely: 

LEMMA 35. IfG =LU U is a gap in X, and g e G, then G = gL U gU is also a 

gap in X. 
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PRoOF. To see this, let ( a-, t) be the gap in G corresponding to the gap G = L u U 

in X. The inequality 

f ::s: O'" < l ::s: h, 

valid for all f e L and all h e U, becomes 

gf ::s: go- < gt ::s: gh 

for all f E Land all h e U, so that f < h for all / E gL and all h e gU. 

Furthermore, we have 

inf gU - supgL ~ <p(gt) - </>(ga-) > 0, 

so that G = gL U gU is indeed a gap in X. 

We now turn to the business of extending our G-action from X to R 

D 

Step 3: Continuously extending the action from X to X. We extend each map 

</>g to a map </>g : X~ X as follows: given x e X - X, set Lx = {h e G : </>(h) < x} 

and Ux = {h E G : </>(h) > x}. We claim that G = Lx U Ux is not a gap in X. 

Indeed, if it were, we would have a gap (a-, t) in G with a- a supremum for Land 

t an infimum for U. This would entail 

<p(f) $; <p(o-) <X< <p(t) $; <p(h) 

for all / E Lx and all h E Ux, contradicting the fact that x EX. Thus G = Lx U Ux 

is not a gap in X, and in particular, we have 

n [</>(!), </>(h)] = {x}. 
fELx,hEUx, 

Indeed, x belongs to every interval of the form [</>(!), </>(h)] with f E Lx, h E Ux, 

so that x belongs to their intersection. To see that no other point belongs to the 

set nfeLx,hEUx,[</>(f), </>(h)], we take a sequence (fn) with ln E Lx for all n EN such 

that (</>(fn)) increases to x, and a sequence (hn) with hn E Ux for all n EN such that 

(</>(hn)) decreases to X. By the nested interval theorem, we have nn[</>(fn), </>(hn)J = 
{X}, SO that nfeLx,hEUx,[<p(f),<p(h)] ç;; {X}. 

Thus for any g E G, the partition G = gLx U gUx is nota gap in X. We therefore 

set </>g(x) = y, where y is the unique real number such that 

n [</>(gf). </>(gh)] = {y}. 
feL,,heU,, 
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Note that the above equality shows that y e X, so that we have extended </)g to 

</Jg : X ~ X. By the above construction, </)g is invertible with inverse </Jg-1. lt 

remains to see that </Jg is continuous on X. 

To see this, fix an element gin G, and let x be an element of X. In order to prove 

that </Jg is continuous at x, it suflices to verify that limn->oo </Jg(xn) = </Jg(x) for ail 

sequences (xn) converging to x in X and such that 

• Xn EX for ail n E N; 

• the sequence (xn) is strictly monotone; 

i.e., it is not necessary to take (xn) in "'ft (these facts follow from elementary re

sults on sequences in metric spaces). Taking a sequence (xn) as described above, 

we may write each Xn as </J(hn) for some hn e G. Note that the sequence (hn) must 

then also be strictly monotone. We will deal with the case where (hn) is strictly 

increasing; the strictly decreasing case is analogous. 

We first consider the situation where xis in X. Writing x = </J(h) for some h e G, 

we claim that 

LJ(-oo, hn) = (-oo, h), 
neN• 

where the notation (-oo, a) for a e G represents the set {/3 e G : /3 < a}. Indeed, 

if this were not the case, there would be some h' such that hn ::;; h' < h for ail 

ne N. Applying </J yields the inequality 

Xn $; </J(h') < X 

for ail ne N, contradicting the factthat (xn) converges to x. 

We can therefore write 

(-oo,gh) = g(-oo,h) = LJg(-oo,hn) = LJ(-oo,ghn), 
neN neN 

so that for every h' e G such that h' < gh, there exists an ne N such that 

h' < ghn < gh. 

If the sequence (</Jg(hn)) did not converge to </Jg(h), the partition G =LU U given 

by L = (-oo, gh) and U = G - L would be a gap in G, which would mean 

that g-1(L) U g-1(U) is also a gap in G. But as g-1(L) is simply (-oo, h), this 
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would prevent the sequence (xn) from converging to x, which is contrary to our 

hypotheses. Thus if x E X, </Jg is continuous at x. 

We now consider x EX - X. As above, let (xn) E XN be a strictly increasing se

quence converging to x in X, which we write as (cp(hn)) for some stricly increasing 

sequence (hn) E Gw. As in Step 3, consider the sets Lx = {h E G : cp(h) < x} and 

Ux = {h E G : cp(h) > x}. Note that we have hn E Lx for all n EN. 

Because (xn) converges to x, we see by applying cp- 1 that for every a E Lx, there 

exists an n E N such that a < hm for all m 2:: n. Thus for every /3 E gLx, there exists 

an n E N such that /3 < ghm for a11 m 2:: n. Thus sup cp(gLx) ::S: limn-->oo cpg(hn) ::s; 

inf cp(gUx), so that if cpg(hn) did not converge to cpg(x), the partition G = gLxUgUx 

would be a gap in G. This in turn would imply that Lx U Ux is also a gap in G, 

contradicting the fact that (xn) converges to x. 

For each g E G, the map </Jg can therefore be extended continuously to </Jg : X ~ X 

as claimed. Note that the relation </Jg o 'Ph = 'Pgh still holds on X by continuity, so 

that we have obtained an action of G on X by homeomorphisms. To lighten the 

notation, we will henceforth write </Jg instead of </Jg for these extended maps. 

Step 4: Continuously extending the action from X to JR.. For every g E G, we 

extend <f,g : X~ X to pg : lR. ~ lR. as follows: given a connected component (a, b) 

of JR. - X, set 

pg((l - t)a + tb) = (1 - t)<f,g(a) + tcpg(b) 

for all t E (0, 1 ). As defined, it is clear that each pg is a strictly increasing bijection 

of JR. onto itself, and that the map g H Pg is injective. It remains to show that each 

pg is continuous and that the map g H pg is a homomorphism. 

Fix g E G and x E R We will show that Pg is continuous at x. If x E lR. - X, then 

pg is continuous at x because it is simply an affine fonction in a neighbourhood 

of x. Suppose then that x EX and let E > O. By continuity of </Jg at x on X, there 

is a o > 0 such that 

€ 
IPg(x) - pg(y)I = l</Jg(x) - <fJg(y)I < 2 

for all y E X n (x - o, x + o). We now have four cases to consider: 

Case 1. X n (x- o, x + o) = {x}. Thenpg restricted to (x- o, x + o) is affine on the 

intervals (x - o, x] and [x, x + o), hence is continuous at x. 
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Case 2. X n (x - 8, x + 8) has nonempty intersections with (x- 8, x) and (x, x + 8). 

Let u and v be elements of X n (x - 8, x) and X n (x, x + 8) respectively. Setting 

8' = min{x - u, v - x}, we see that by construction, pg is bounded above and 

below on (x - 8', x + 8') by values taken by </)g on X n (x - 8', x + 8'). Thus 

lpg(x) -pg(y)I::::; ! < E for all x,y e (x-8',x + 8'). 

Case 3. X n (x - 8, x + 8) has nonempty intersection with (x - 8, x) and empty 

intersection with (x, x+8). Let u be an element of (x-8, x)nX. Setting 8' = x-u, 

we see as in case 2 that lpg(x)-pg(y)I ::::; ! < E for all x, y e (x-8', x]. Furthermore, 

Pg is affine on (x, x + 8'), so that we can restrict to some O < 8" < 8' such that 

lpg(x) - pg(y)I < E for all x, y e (x - 8", x + 8"). 

Case 4. X n (x - 8, x + 8) has empty intersection with (x - o, x) and nonempty 

intersection with (x, x + 8). This case is analogous to case 3. 

We have thus shown that Pg is continuous on R To see that the map g H Pg is a 

homomorphism, we must verify that given elements g, h e G, we have pg o Ph = 

Pgh on R-X. Take x e R-X and let (a, b) be the connected component containing 

x. Tuen (c/)g(a), cpg(b)) and (</}gh(a), </)gh(b)) are also connected components of R -

X. Writing x as (1 - t)a + tb for some t E (0, 1), we have 

Rewriting the right-hand term as 

we see that we indeed have pg o Ph = Pgh· We have thus constructed a faithful 

action of G on lR. via strictly increasing (and therefore orientation-preserving) 

homeomorphisms, as desired. o 

Combining the above theorem with proposition 29, we obtain the following: 

CoROLLARY 36. If G is a non-trivial countable group, then G is left orderable if 
and only if Gis isomorphic to a non-trivial subgroup of Homeo+(R). 

We prove some lemmas which will also be useful later: 

LEMMA 37. Let f be a nontrivial homomorphismfrom a group G into Homeo+(R). 

Then there exists another such homomorphism which induces an action on R 

without any global fixed points. 
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PRooF. Given a nontrivial homomorphism <fJ : G 4 Homeo+OR.), the set F of 

global fixed points of <fJ is closed in JR: indeed, if (xn) is a sequence in F converg

ing to a point x, then for any fixed y in G, we have 

for all n. By continuity of </J(y), we obtain </J(y)(x) = x by passing to the limit, so 

that xis in F. 

Because <fJ is nontrivial, lR - F is nonempty. Then any component C of lR - F is 

homeomorphic to lR and is invariant under the action of </J. Restricting the action 

of <fJ to C, we obtain an action without any global fixed points. D 

LEMMA 38. Any fixed pointfree element of Homeo+(lR) is conjugate to translation 

by ±1. 

PRooF. Let <fJ be a fixed point free element of Homeo+(lR). Then the sign of x H 

</J(x) - x is constant, and by passing to x 4 -</J( - x) if necessary, we may assume 

that x < </J(x) for all x E R Then the set 

is unbounded: indeed, if it was bounded above (for instance) with least upper 

bound M, we would have M = limn-><x, </Jn(O), so that 

<{J(M) = </J(lim </Jn(O)) = lim </Jn+1(0) = M, 
n;oo n---"oo 

contradicting the fact that </J is fixed-point free. 

We can therefore separate lR into a union of intervals of the form 

with <fJ mapping each In homeomorphically onto ln+l· We define an element of 

Homeo+('Iî) piecewise on the intervals [n, n + 1] by setting 

ift(x) = <fJ"(x - n) for x E [n, n + l]. 

This gives, for x E [n, n + 1], 

ift-1 o <fJ o ift(x) = </Jn+l(x - n) = ift-1 o </Jn+l(x + 1 - (n + 1)) = x + 1, 

for all n E Z (and hence for all x ER). D 
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2.3. Left-orderability of three-manifold groups 
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THEOREM 39. (Scott core theorem) Let M be a connected 3-manifold withfinitely

presented fundamental group. Then there exists a compact, connected three

dimensional submanifold N of M such that the inclusion of N into M induces 

an isomorphism on the level offundamental groups. 

PRooF. This is the main result of [ 44). D 

The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the fonda

mental group of a 3-manifold to be irreducible for a large class of such manifolds. 

Its proof is taken from [9]. 

THEOREM 40. Let M be compact, connected, and P2-irreducible. Then M has a 

left-orderable fandamental group if and only if there exists an epimorphism from 

n1 (M) onto a left-orderable group L. 

PRooF. If n 1 (M) is left-orderable, then the identity map provides the required 

epimorphism. Suppose now that there exists a left-orderable group L and an 

epimorphism <p : n 1 (M) ~ L. By theorem 28, it suffices to show that given 

any non-trivial finitely-generated subgroup H of n1 (M), we can produce a left

orderable group L' as well as an epimorphism from H onto L'. Let H be such a 

subgroup. 

If His of finite index in n 1 (M), </J(H) is also of finite index in L by surjectivity of <p. 

Indeed, <p induces a surjective map ?> : n1 (M)/ H ~ Lf</J(H), so that every equiv

alence class in L/ </J(H) can be written as the image of one of the finitely many 

equivalence classes in n 1 (M)/ H. In particular, </J(H) is a nontrivial subgroup of L 

(as Lis left-orderable, hence infinite), so that the restricted map </JIH : H ~ </J(H) 

yields the desired epimomorphism. 

Suppose now that H has infinite index in n1 (M), and let p M ~ M denote 

the covering space associated to H. Note that because the fibres of pare closed, 

discrete, and infinite, Mis necessarily noncompact. By theorem 39, there exists 

a compact, connected submanifold N of M such that the inclusion map induces 

an isomorphism between n 1(N) and n1(M). We daim that N necessarily has 

a nonempty boundary. To see this, we suppose that âN = 0. By invariance 

of domain, the inclusion map i : N ~ M is an open map and N is an open 
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subset of M. By compactness, N is also closed in M, which implies that N = M 
by connectedness, contradicting the non-compactness of M. Thus 8N * 0, as 

claimed. 

We may further assume that 8N contains no 2-spheres. To see this, first note 

that the fact that Mis P 2-irreducible implies that Mis also P2-irreducible (see 

lemma 10.4 of [24] as well as the discussion preceding theorem 4 of [25]) . Thus 

any 2-sphere S contained in 8N must bound a 3-ball B in M. Note that we have 

S ç B n N. We daim that we also have B n N ç S. Indeed, M - S has two 

components: Bandits complement U. As N - S is connected and is contained 

in M - S, it must wholly lie in.Bor in U. If it were the case that N - S ç .B, we 

would have N ç B ç M. But this would force the map induced by inclusion to 

factor through the trivial group, which contradicts the fact that 1r1 (N) and 1r1 (M) 

are isomorphic (note that 1r1(M) cannot be the trivial groupas P#(1r1(M)) = H). 

Thus N - S ç U, so that B n N ç S (recall that U is the complement of B in 

M - S). Thus we have shown that S = B n N, so that we may attach B to N 

without affecting the fact that the inclusion induces an isomorphism on the level 

of fundamental groups. 

Thus N is compact, connected and 8N is nonempty but contains no S 2 or P 2 

components (the latter is due to the fact that N is contained in M, which is P 2-

irreducible). By lemma 10, we therefore have b1(N) > 0, so that H1(N) surjects 

onto Z. Abelianizing the fundamental group then yields the desired epimorphism: 

D 

This result immediately implies the following, which gives us an interpretation 

of left-orderability as an obstruction to the existence of certain maps: 

CoROLLARY 41. Let M be compact, connected, and P2-irreducible. lfthere exists a 

non-zero degree map from M onto a manifold N such that 1r1 (N) is left-orderable, 

then 1r1 (M) is also left-orderable. 

We also have the following: 

CoROLLARY 42. Let M be a compact, connected, P2-irreducible three-manifold 

with b1 (M) > O. Then n1 (M) is left-orderable. 
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PRooF. We can map n 1 (M) onto H1 (M) by the abelianization map, and project 

H 1 (M) onto Z because H 1 (M) is in:finite. Theorem 40 then gives the desired 

result. D 

PROPOSITION 43. Let M be an integer homology sphere, and suppose that there 

exists a homomorphism n1(M) --t Homeo+(S 1) with non-abelian image. Then 

n1 (M) is left-orderable. 

PROOF. See proposition 1.2 of [9]. D 



CHAPTER 3 

HEEGAARD FLOER HOMOLOGY 

We give a short rundown of Heegaard Floer homology, which is needed to define 

the notion of an L-space. This section will not contain any proofs as we will not 

need any of the technical machinery of Heegaard Floer homology. We refer the 

interested reader to [ 49]. 

3.1. Construction of HF 

For any integer k, let Bk denote the k-dimensional ball. We call the decomposition 

h7 = Bi X Bn-i of Bn an n-dimensional i-handle. If N and Mare oriented n

dimensional manifolds, we will say that N is obtained from M by attaching an 

i-handle if there exists an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism 

'P : ôBi x Bn-i -+ ôM 

such that N = M u<P h?- We shall only be interested in the case n = 3, and as such, 

we will refer to hf simply as an i-handle and will write hi instead of hf. 

A fundamental example of a manifold constructed by gluing handles is that of a 

genus g handlebody, which is defined to be any manifold obtained by gluing g 

1-handles onto a 3-ball. The boundary of such a manifold is a closed, orientable 

surface of genus g, justifying the terminology. 

Given two genus g handlebodies H and H', we can identify their boundaries via 

an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism 1ft and consider the space M = H uifr H', 

which turns out to be a closed, oriented, three-dimensional manifold. Given such 

a configuration, we call the data of H, H' and 1ft a Heegaard splitting for M. Hee

gaard splittings will generally be written (H, H', I-g), where I-g denotes the corn

mon boundary of H and H' in M, as it will rarely be necessary for our purposes 

to describe l{I explicitely. Two Heegaard splittings (H, H', I.8 ) and CH, H', Î:g) will 

be said to be equivalent if there is an automorphism of M yielding a homeomor

phism between the triples (H, H', I-g) and (H, H', Î:g). 
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Given a genus g surface I:g, let y1, ••• '}'g be closed disjoint curves on I:g such 

that the set of homology classes {[n] : 1 :s; i :s; g} is linearly independent in 

H1 (I:g; Z). We call such a set of curves a set of attaching circles on I:g. We can 

construct a handlebody H(I:g, y) from this data as follows: We first take annular 

neighbourhoods Ai of each 'Yi· We then consider the manifold I:g x [0, l], which 

has boundary components I:gx{O} and I:gx{l}, and attach 2-handles to theAix{l}, 

obtaining a manifold with boundary components homeomorphic to S 2 and to I:g. 

By attaching a 3-handle to the S 2 boundary component, we obtain a genus g 

handlebody. Note that we could also have constructed a handlebody H'(I:g, y) 

via the same process, using the closed interval [ -1, 0] instead of [0, 1]. 

Let I:g be an oriented genus g surface, and let œ1, ••• ,œg (henceforth referred to 

as œ-curves) and /31, ••• ,/3g (henceforth referred to as /3-curves) be two sets of 

attaching circles on I:g. Using the notations from the previous paragraph, we set 

Ha = H(Lg, a) and H13 = H'(I:g,/3). Orienting Ha and H13 such that BHa = Lg, 

and BH13 = -I:g, we obtain a Heegaard splitting (Ha, H13, I:g) for Y = Ha U,tt H13, 

where the gluing map 1/J is the identity along I:g x {O}. We shall call the data of 

I:g and the a- and /3-curves a Heegaard diagram for Y and denote it (I:g, œï,f3D. 

We will consider two Heegaard diagrams equivalent if their underlying Heegaard 

splittings are equivalent. A Heegaard diagram can be transformed via Heegaard 

moves (which we will not describe in detail here: for more on Heegaard moves, 

see [49], page 204), yielding another Heegaard diagram. The salient fact con

ceming Heegaard moves is the following: 

PROPOSITION 44. Let M be a closed, oriented 3-manifold. Then any two Heegaard 

diagrams for M can be made equivalent via a sequence of Heegaard moves. 

PRooF. See [ 48] for a full treatment of Heegaard splittings. D 

Given a Heegaard diagram (I:g, œï,f3ï), we construct the space Symg(I:g) = I::/s g, 

where S g denotes the symmetric group on g elements, acting on I:: by permuting 

the factors in the product. Note that this is simply the set of unordered g-tuples of 

elements of I:g. lt can be shown that this is a smooth manifold, and that a choice 

of complex structure on I:g induces a complex structure on Symg(I:g). We have 

the following: 
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PRooF. See proposition 4.2 of [ 49]. 
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D 

lnside Sym8(I:8 ), the œ curves and the f3 curves induce a pair of smoothly embed

ded tori, 

Ta= (Ilïœi)/S 8 and Tp = (IIJ3ï)fS 8 • 

Let D be the unit disk in C. Let e1 and e2 be the arcs on 8D with 2-l(z) ~ 0 and 

2-l(z) :S: 0 respectively. Given points x,y E Ta n T13 , a Whitney disk connecting 

x and y is a continuous map f : D -+ Sym8 (I:8 ) such that f(-i) = x, f(i) = y, 

f(e 1) c Ta, and f(e2) c T13• The set of homotopy classes of Whitney disks 

connecting x and y will be denoted 1r2(x,y). 

As mentioned earlier, Sym8(L8 ) can be equipped with a complex structure. View.:. 

ing D as a complex manifold, it then makes sense to talk about holomorphie 

Whitney disks. Given a fixed homotopy class </J E n2(x, y), we can consider the 

moduli space M(</J) of its holomorphie representatives. To this space is associ

ated a numerical invariant called its Maslov index µ(</J). We refer the interested 

reader to page 215 of [ 49] for more information on the meaning of this object. 

THEOREM 46. The space M(</J) admits an R-action. Set M(</J) = M(</J)/R (the 

set of orbits for this R-action). Given a complex structure on I:8, the induced 

complex structure on Sym8 (I:8) can be perturbed so that for ail x, y E Tan Tp and 

for ail </J E n2(x, y), we have that M(</J) consists of finitely many points whenever 

µ(</J) = 1. 

See theorem 8.2 of [ 49]. 

We then define a map c : n2(x,y) -+ 2 2 by setting c(</J) equal to 

• 0 ifµ( </J) -:f. 1 ; 

• the parity of the number of points in M( <fJ) ifµ( <fJ) = 1. 

The last ingredient needed to define HF is a choice of basepoint. Given a Hee

gaard diagram (I:8 , œï,f3J, let z be a point in the complement of the œ- and /3-
curves. The data of (I:8 , œï,f3ï) and z will be called a pointed Heegaard diagram 

and will be denoted (L8 , œi,f3ï, z). lt turns out that a generic pointed Heegaard 

diagram does not yield a well-defined homology theory, but this problem can be 

overcome by imposing a technical condition on our Heegaard diagrams (thereby 
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deeming them admissible). We will not expand on this here; we refer the in

terested reader to section 5 of [49], and content ourselves stating the following 

vaguely-worded proposition: 

PRoPosmoN 47. Every pointed Heegaard diagram of M can be made admissible. 

Given a pointed Heegaard diagram ("f.g, œi,f3i, z), and viewing Symg("Eg) as the set 

of unordered g-tuples of points of "Eg, we let Vw denote the set of g-tuples of 

points of "Eg among which z appears at least once. This set can be thought of as 

{z} x Symg-1("f.g), and is clearly disjoint from Ta and from T13 by our choice of z. 
Thus given x,y e Tan T13 and a homotopy class </JE n2(x,y), we may set 

where # denotes the algebraic intersection number. 

We now define HF as follows: given a pointed Heegaard diagram ("f.g, œi,f3i, z), 

we first define 

which we make into a chain complex by setting 

ax = I I c(</J) . y. 
XETanTp <f,E1r2(x,y) 

µ(<f,)=1 
n,(</!)=0 

This boundary map is well-defined by the following lemma (lemma 8.4 of [49]): 

LEMMA 48. Given an admissible Heegaard diagram ("Eg, œi,f3i, z), there are only 

finitely many <p E 11'2(x,y) such that c(</J) * 0 and nz(<p) = O. 

It is proved in [ 41] that 82 = O. We then define HF("f.g, œi,f3i, z) to be the homol

ogy of the above chain complex. This is a topological invariant of the manifold 

represented by ("f.g, œi,f3i, z) (see theorem 8.10 of [41]): 

THEoREM 49. Let ("Eg, œi,f3i, z) and ("f.~, œ;,13;, z') be two pointed Heegaard dia

grams representing the same manifold M. Then HF("Eg, œi,f3i, z) is isomorphic to 

HF("f.~, œ;,13;, z'). 

We are therefore justified in introducing the notation HF(M). 
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Given an unpointed Heegaard diagram (Lg, œi,/3J yielding a manifold M, we have 

the following: 

Let x,y E Tan Tf3, and choose paths a: [O, 1) ~ Ta, b: [O, 1) ~ T/3. Then a - b 

is a collection of arcs in Symg(Lg), well-defined up to multiples of the classes 

[œil and f/3il in H1(Lg) ~ .7r1(Symg(Lg)). By the above proposition, a - b can 

be viewed as an element of H1(M) which we denote E(x,y). We define the map 

E : Symg(Lg) ~ H1(M) by the assignment a - b ;-+ E(x,y). This class is an 

obstruction to the existence of Whitney disks: 

PROPOSmON 51. Let x, y E T œ n T/3. Then there exists a Whitney disk connecting 

x and y if and only if E(x,y) = O. 

PRooF. See proposition 4.6 of [49). D 

To every element x E Tan Tf3, we may assigna certain type of bundle called a 

Spinc -structure. For a detailed account of how this is done, we refer the reader to 

section 9 of [49). The space of Spinc-structures on M will be denoted Spinc(M), 

and the Spinc-structure assigned to x will be denoted sz(x). Spinc-structures are 

related to the homology class E(x,y) as follows: 

THEOREM 52. Let (Lg,Œï,f3i,Z) be a pointed Heegaard diagram and take x,y E 

T œ n T/3. Then 

sz(x) - sz(y) = PD[E(x,y)]. 

The above theorem combined with the previous proposition gives us that sz(x) = 

Sz(y) if and only if there exists a Whitney disk connecting x to y. We can therefore 

express CF(Lg, œi,f3i, z) as follows: 

sESpinc(M) s,(x)=s 

and by the above remark, for every fixed s E Spinc(M), â restricts to the subspace 

CF(Lg,ai,f3ï,Z,S) := EBs,(x)=sZ2 · x, yielding subcomplexes of CF(Lg,Œi,f3i,Z) 

indexed by Spinc(M). It can be shown that the homology of CF(Lg, Œï,f3i, z, s) 
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depends only on M and on s, so that we obtain a decomposition on the level of 

homology: we may therefore write 

HF(M) = E9 HF(M, s), 
seSpinc(M) 

where HF(M, s) is the homology of the complex CF(''i.g, ai,/3i, z, s) for some 

pointed Heegaard diagram (l:g, a;,/3i, z) yielding M. 

-PROPOSITION 53. The Euler characteristic of HF(M, s) is 

• 1 if b1(M) = 0, 

• 0 otherwise. 

PRooF. See proposition 5.1 of [40], as well as section 4.1 of [41] for a description 

of the grading used to take the Euler characteristic of HF(M, s). 0 

By the decomposition of HF(M) described above, and by the fact that Spinc(M) 

can be put in bijective correspondence with H2(M) = H1 (M), we therefore have 

x(HF(M)) = IH1 (M)I. 

In particular, we have -IH1(M;Z)I::;; rk(HF(M)). 

DEFINITION 54. A Q-homology sphere is an L-space if the above inequality is an 

equality. 

We record here the following vacuous proposition: 

PROPOSITION 55. Let M be a closed, orientable three-manifold with b1 (M) > O. 

Then M is not an L-space. 



CHAPTER 4 

ORBIFOLDS 

We shall need the basic vocabulary of orbifolds in order to discuss Seifert fibred 

spaces. For convenience, we work only in dimension two. 

4.1. Basic definitions 

A 2 dimensional orbifold is a paracompact Hausdorff space X equipped with a 

maximal orbifold atlas, where an orbifold atlas on Xis a set {(Ui, ri, Üi, <h)}ieI 

such that: 

• {UdieI is a covering of X by open sets, closed under finite intersections; 

• each Üi is an open set of IR.2 equipped with an action of the finite group 

ri; 

• each <h is a homeomorphism from Ui onto the quotient space Üdri. 

Furthermore, for every inclusion Ui c Uj, there is a group monomorphism Tij : 

C ~ rj as well as an embedding eflij : Üi ~ Üj, such that for all gin C, we have 

eflïj(gx) = Tjj(g)eflij(x), 

and such that the following diagram commutes: 

rf,; 

Ul. inclusion ----uj 
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Note that when each C is the trivial group, we recover the definition of a (smooth) 

manifold. 

Using the exponential map, the groups C can be viewed as finite subgroups of 

0 2, of which there are only three types. We summarize this in the following 

proposition (see section 13.3 of [50] for details) : 

PRoPosmoN 56. Given a 2 dimensional orbifold X, the quotient spaces Üdri take 

one of the following three forms: 

• IR2 /Zz, where Zz acts by a reflection; 

• IR2 /Zn, where Zn acts by a rotation; 

• IR2 / Dn, where Dn is the dihedral group if order 2n. 

In the first case, the points of Üi left fixed by the action of Z2 correspond to a 

curve (called a reflector curve) in the orbifold and are called reflector points. In 

the second case, the action is free away from a single point, and it is called a cone 

point of order n. In the third case, two reflector curves meet in a point called a 

corner reflector of order n. We have been vague in describing this third case as it 

will not arise in our applications, and as such, is of little concem here. 

Note that because we are in dimension two, every orbifold is homeomorphic to a 

manifold (possibly with boundary). Thus we can speak of the underlying suif ace 

of an orbifold. The cone points correspond to interior points of the underlying 

surface, while reflector curves and corner reflectors correspond to its boundary 

points. 

4.2. · Orbifold coverings and the orbifold fondamental group 

We describe the notions of orbifold coverings and orbifold fondamental groups 

for orbifolds with only cone point singularities, as that is all that will be needed 

in what follows. 

DEFINITION 57. An orbifold covering is a continuous map p : Y ~ X, where X and 

Y are orbifolds, such that every point x of X has a neighbourhood U satisfying 

the following conditions: 
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• U is homeomorphic to the quotient of an open set Ü of R2 by the action 

of a finite group r; 
• p-1(u) is a disjoint union of sets Vi, each of which is homeomorphic to 

Ü /ri for some subgroup C of r; 
• the following diagram commutes for each i: 

vi~ Ü/C 

p! ! 
u~ü;r 

The notion of orbifold coverings allows us to define the orbifold fundamental 

group by analogy with the usual fondamental group: given an orbifold X, it has 

a unique maximal connected orbifold covering X, and we define the orbifold 

fondamental group lf'trb(X) to be the group of automorphisms X respecting the 

covering. If X is a surface (i.e. each C is trivial), X is said to be good, and 

otherwise it is said to be bad. There are relatively few bad orbifolds (in dimension 

two); see [50] for a classification. 

We will give an altemate description of the orbifold fondamental group, following 

[45]. For convenience, we shall do this in the case of an orbifold with only cone 

point singularities, as we will not need the more general situation in what follows. 

Note that in this case, the underlying surface is closed (see the final remark in 

the preceding section), and as such, is classified by its genus. We will use the 

following convention for the genus of a non-orientable closed surface L : 

g(L) = 2 - X(L) 

while the genus of an orientable closed surface will be defined as usual by 

g(L) = 2 - X(L)' 
2 

so that non-orientable closed surfaces are those with negative genus. 

Let X be a compact 2 dimensional orbifold with only cone point singularities and 

underlying surface L. By compactness, there are only finitely many cone points 

x1, ... ,xn. Letting œi denote the order of Xï, we will use the following notation 

for such an X: 
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PROPOSITION 58. Let X = l:(a1, .•. , an), and let l:0 denote l: with regular neigh

bourhoods Ui of the cone points removed. Letting Yi denote an element of 1r1 (l:o) 

represented by the boundary of Ui, the orbifold fundamental group 1r'f_rb(X) of is 

given by 1r1 (l:0 ) quotiented by the relations y~; = 1. 

We will not prove this here; see page 424 of [45) for details. Note that we recover 

the fondamental group of the surface by further quotienting by the relations Yi = 
l, so that 1r'f_rb(X) surjects onto 1r1 (l:). 

4.3. Geometric structures on orbifolds 

DEFINITION 59. Let X= l:(a1, ... ,an). The orbifold Euler characteristic of Xis 

defined to be 

As in the previous section, this definition arises by analogy with the situation for 

closed surfaces. We refer the reader to page 426 of [45), where this is explained 

in detail. We record here the following fact: 

LEMMA 60. Let X -+ Y be an n-fold orbifold covering map. Then 

Xorb(X) = nx°rb(Y). 

Note that in [45), the orbifold Euler characteristic is defined by the above relation 

for good orbifolds, and the expression we have used as the definition is then 

derived as a consequence of this relation, and is used to extend the definition to 

bad orbifolds. 

The orbifold Euler characteristic will be useful in what follows because it deter

mines when X admits a geometric structure. 

DEFINITION 61. An orbifold X is said to admit a geometric structure if it admits 

an orbifold atlas {(Uï, ri, Üi, ,f>ï)}iEI subject to one of the following restrictions: 

• Each Üi is an open set of JE2 for which ri is a group of Euclidean isome

tries, and the transition maps act as Euclidean isometries; 

• Each Üi is an open set of S 2 for which ri is a group of isometries of the 

sphere, and the transition maps act as isometries of the sphere; 
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• Each Üi is an open set of H2 for which ri is a group of hyperbolic isome

tries, and the transition maps act as hyperbolic isometries. 

The geometric structures corresponding to the three above situations are respec

tively called parabolic, elliptic, and hyperbolic. 

The fundamental theorem relating the orbifold Euler characteristic to geometric 

structures is the following: 

THEOREM 62. Let X be a closed orbifold. Then X admits a geometric structure if 

and only ifit is good, and more precisely, 

• X admits a parabolic structure if and only if x°rb(X) = O; 

• X is bad or admits an elliptic structure if and only if x°rb (X) > O; 

• X admits a hyperbolic structure if and only if x°rb(X) < O. 

PROOF. See theorem 13.3.6 in [50]. D 



CHAPTER 5 

SEIFERT SPACES 

5.1. Basic definitions and facts 

The trivial fibred solid torus is the space 

D2 x S 1 = {(reï0, eicfl)IO :::; r:::; 1, 0:::; (} < 2n, 0 :::; <p < 2.1r} 

equipped with the product foliation by circles, that is, the foliation whose fibres 

are the {x} X S 1 for X in D2. 

More generally, given coprime integers p and q with O :::; q:::; p/2, the (p, q)fibred 

solid torus is defined to be the quotient of the space D2 x /, where / denotes the 

unit interval, under the identification 

(rew, 0) - (rei(0+27r!fi), 1), 

equipped with the induced foliation by circles. This space will be denoted T(p, q). 

lt is a fact that T(p, q) is fibre-preservingly homemorphic to T(p', q') if and only 

if p = p' and q = q'. 

Similarly, the fibred solid Klein bottle is defined to be the quotient of the space 

D2 x I under the identification 

equipped with the induced foliation by circles. 

Note that T(p, q) is p-fold covered by the trivial fibred solid torus via the map 

and that this covering induces an action of ZP on D2 x S 1 by deck transformations. 

Similarly, the fibred solid Klein bottle is twofold covered by the trivial fibred 

solid torus via the map 
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covering that induces an action of Z2 on D2 x S 1. 

41 

A three-manifold M is said to be Seifert fibred if can be expressed as a disjoint 

union of simple closed curves, called fibres, such that every fibre has a closed 

fibred neighbourhood ( that is, a closed neighbourhood which is a union of fibres) 

which is fibre-homeomorphic to a fibred solid toms or to a fibred solid Klein 

bott1e. A fibre is called regular if it has a fibred neighbourhood homeomorphic 

to a trivial fibred solid torus, and is called exceptional otherwise. Note that if an 

exceptional fibre has a fibred neighbourhood which is fibre-homeomorphic to a 

fibred solid Klein bottle, said fibre must be orientation-reversing in M. 

The space obtained by identifying each fibre to a point is called the base space of 

M. lt has a natural orbifold structure: topologically, it is a surface, as each fibred 

neighbourhood is sent onto a disk by the natural projection. Furthermore, each 

exceptional fibre corresponds to a cone point or to a reflector point: for example, 

if fis an exceptional fibre with fibred neighbourhood isomorphic to T(p, q), we 

can express T(p, q) as the quotient of T(l, 0) by the action of Zp described above. 

This action factors through the natural projection map from T(l, 0) (viewed as 

a Seifert fibred space) onto its base space D2 and expresses the base space of 

T(p, q) as the quotient D2 /Zp. 

We end this section with a fondamental result about Seifert fibred spaces which 

will be useful later. We denote the non-orientable S 1-bundle over S 2 by S 1xS 2• 

THEOREM 63. Let M be a compact, connected Seifertfibred space. 

• Mis either S 1 X S 2, S 1xS 2, P3#P3, or is irreducible. 

• If Mis irreducible, then Mis P2 X S 1 or is P2-irreducible. 

PRooF. See proposition 4.1 in [9]. D 

5.2. The Seifert invariants 

The following two sections are based on the exposition given in [26]. Let M be 

a closed, oriented, Seifert fibred manifold. Note that because M is oriented, it 

has no orientation-reversing singular fibres. Therefore B is an orbifold whose 

singularities are all cone points, and its underlying surface S is closed and con

nected (but possibly non-orientable). Furthermore, by compactness of M, there 
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are only finitely many singular fibres, as M can be covered by interiors of fibred 

neighbourhoods. We will describe a set of invariants of M that, when suitably 

normalized, characterize it completely. We first treat the case where the base 

orbifold B of M is oriented. 

Given such an M, we let f 1, ... fn denote a nonempty set of fibres of M containing 

the exceptional fibres of M. For each i, let Fi denote a neighbourhood of J;, which 

is homeomorphic to a fibred solid toms, and let Di denote the image of Fi under 

the canonical projection to the base orbifold. Set Mo = M - (F'i u ... U Fn) and 

B0 = B- (.D1 U ... U Dn). Then the restricted projection M 0 ~ B0 is an S 1-bundle 

over a compact oriented surface with nonempty boundary, and must therefore be 

trivial. In particular, it admits a section s. Let hi denote the homology class in 

H 1 (8Fi) represented by a regular fibre, and let qr denote the homology class in 

H 1 (8Fi) represented by s(ôBi), Letting l denote the positive generator of H 1 (Fï), 

the Seifert invariants of J;, are defined by the following relations: 

• hi := aih; 

• qi := -/3k 

The Seifert invariants of M with respect to the section s are defined to be 

(g, (a1,/31), ... , (an,f3n)), 

where g is the genus of the surface S. 

As can be seen from the construction, these invariants depend on the choice of 

section s. We now describe a normalization of the Seifert invariants which will 

allow us to assign a unique invariant to each oriented Seifert manifold. Given a 

trivialization of the S 1-bundle Mo ~ B0 , we can assume that the section s chosen 

above has the form x H (x, 1). Another sections of the bundle would then take 

the form x H (x, f(x)) where fis a map from Bo into S 1. As varying f within its 

homotopy class does not affect the ai and the f3i, we are interested in determining 

which homotopy classes can arise for f. Recall that the homotopy classes of 

maps of a manifold X into S 1 are represented by the elements of H 1(X, Z). 

LEMMA 64. Writing J;, = flav;, let ( deg fi, ... deg fn) denote the homotopy class of 

flaBo in H1(ôBo,Z) ~ zn. Then f comesfrom a section of the bundle Mo~ B0 if 

and only if L7=1 deg J;, = O. 
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PRooF. We consider the following diagram, in which both rows are exact, and 

where gis the map (m1, .. . mn) H L7=1 mi: 

H 1(B0) -- H 1(ôBo) ~ H2(Bo, ôBo) 

!E: !E: ! 2:(Lefschetz duality) 

H1(Bo,ôBo) - Ho(ôBo) --• Ho(Bo) 

! E: ! 2:(by connectedness of Bo) 

z 
By exactness, an element of H 1(ôB0, Z) cornes from an element of H 1(B0, Z) if 

and only if r:1 deg f;, = o. D 

Thus when passing from s to s', we replace each qi by q; = qi + mihi. Expressing 

this in terms of li, we get q; = (aimi -{3)li so that the Seifert invariants off;, with 

respect to s' are (ai,/3i - aimi). This allows us to replace each f3ï by /3i - aimi, 

subject only to the condition that the mi must sum to zero. 

In the case where the base orbifold B is non-orientable, we proceed similarly: 

expressing the underlying surface S as a connected sum S = T#R where T is 

orientable and R is P2 or a Klein bottle, we may assume that the singular fi

bres of Mail lie over T. Using the same notation for Mo and for Di as above, 

and setting T0 = T - (.D1 U ... U Dn), we get an orientable S 1-bundle over 

T0#R, which admits a section s with respect to which we have Seifert invari

ants (g, (œ1,/31), ... , (an,f3n)). Note that in this case the genus g of S is negative. 

The Seifert invariants can then be normalized exactly as above. We summarize 

this discussion in the following proposition: 

PROPOSITION 65. Let M be a closed, oriented Seifert fibred manifold with ori

entable base orbifold. Then M admits a unique nonnalized Seifert invariant, 

given by 

(g; (1,/30), (a1,/31), ... , (an,f3n)), 

where g denotes the genus of the base orbifold of M and we have O < f3ï < ai for 

i = 1, ... ,n. 

Given a Seifert space with Seifert invariants (g; (œ1,/31), ... , (œn,f3n)), we will 

write M = M(g; 131 , ••• , Pn ). If the invariants are normalized, so that they take the 
œi O'n 
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form (g; (l,.Bo), (œ1,.B1), ... ,(œn,.Bn)) with O <.Bi< œi for i = 1, ... ,n, we will set 

b := /3o and write M = M(g, b; Pi, •.• , Pn ). 
<l'l <l'n 

We have thus established a one-to-one correspondence between closed, oriented 

Seifert manifolds and their normalized Seifert invariants. It is natural to ask 

whether different Seifert invariants yield non-homeomorphic manifolds. This is 

not true in general: perhaps unsurprisingly at this point, lens spaces offer coun

terexamples. Before proceeding, we introduce the notation L(O, 1) for the space 

S2 x S 1 (recall that we defined the lens space L(p, q) only for p > 0). Despite this 

notation, we will not be considering S 2 X S 1 as a lens space. 

PROPOSITION 66. L(p, q) is homeomorphic to M(O;f3i/œ1,f32/œ2), for any choice 

of œi,f3i satisfying 

[ œ1 œ2] [ œ1 œ;l p = det and q = det , 
-/31 /32 -/31 13; 

where a; and ,a; are given by the relation det 2 ; = 1. [a a'] 
/32 /32 

PROOF. We refer the reader to page 30 of [26] for a proof. D 

RE.MARK 67. By this result, any orientable Seifert manifold with base orbifold 

over S 2 with zero, one or two exceptional fibres which is not S 2 x S 1 is a lens 

space. 

The above result can be used to show that lens spaces admit many different Seifert 

structures which are not related by fibre-preserving homeomorphisms. This situa

tion is atypical among closed, orientable Seifert manifolds. The Seifert invariants 

allow us to state this precisely: 

THEOREM 68. Let M be a closed, orientable Seifert manifold. Then M admits a 

unique Seifert structure up to isotopy, unless Mis one ofthefollowing: 

• M(O, 1;,8/a); 

• M(O, 1; 1/2, 1/2); 

• M(O, O; a1 / /31, a2/ /32); 

• M(-1, 0;,8/œ) with a,{3 both nonzero; 

• M(-2,0;) 
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In particular, omitting the above cases, two closed, orientable Seifert manifolds 

with different normalized Seifert invariants cannot be homeomorphic. 

PRooF. This is almost entirely proven in [22], with all gaps filled by appropriate 

references. D 

5.3. The fundamental group of an orientable Seifert space 

THEOREM 69. Let M be closed, oriented, and Seifert fibred, and write M = 
M(g, b; /3i, ••• , /3. ). The fundamental group of M admits the following presen-

œi Ctn 

tation: 

If g ~ 0, it is generated by a set {a1, ... , ag, b1, ... , bg, c1, ... , Cn, h} with the fol

lowing relations: 

• h is central; 
O:j h-!3fi h . . {1 } • cj = 1 or eac Jin , ... , n ; 

• [a1, bi] ... [ag, bg]C1 ... Cn = hb. 

If g < 0, it is generated by a set {ai, ... , algl, c1, . .. , Cn, h} with the following 

relations: 

• ajha-;1 = h-1 for each j in {1, ... , lgl}; 

• cjhc11 =hforeachjin{l, ... ,n}; 
O:j h-!3fi h . . {1 } • c j = 1 or eac J in , ... , n ; 

• af ... a~rl ... Cn = hb. 

PRooF. For g ~ 0, this follows by applying Van Kampen's theorem to the decom

position of M as 

M = Mo U Fo U ... U Fn, 

where the notation is the same as in the last section (with the exception that our 

indices for the Fi begin at zero because we are using normalized invariants). We 

may view M0 as B0 x S 1, yielding the following presentation for 1r1 (M0): 

(a1, ... , ag, b1, .. . , bg, Co, ... , Cn, hl[a1, bi] ... [ag, bg]Co ... Cn = l, h is central), 

where the ai and bi are standard generators of H 1(B), the ci represent the bound

ary components of B0, and h represents the S 1 fibre. We draw attention to the 
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presence of an element c0 in this presentation which does not appear in the theo

rem statement. By Van Kampen's theorem, gluing in each Fj adds a generator tj 

as well as the relations 

The second of these relations expresses tj in terms of the other generators, so that 

it can be omitted in the presentation. Note that for (a0,f30) = (1, b), we get 

so that we may also get rid of c0, writing 

l = [a1, b1] ... [a8 ,b8 ]co ... Cn = [a1, bi] ... [a8 , b8 ]h-bc1 ... Cn. 

As h is central, this reduces to 

yielding the claimed presentation. The situation is analogous for g < O. o 

CoROllARY 70. If M = M(g, b; f:Ji, •• • , f:Jn) with g ~ 0, then we have 
œ1 Œn 

In particular: 

• H1(M, Q) = Q28+1 if b = I,7=1/3da;. 
• H1(M,Z) = Z 28 œHwith IHI = lb- I,7=1/3i/a;la1 .. . an ifb :f:. I,'/:1/3;/ai. 

PROOF. The presentation given for H1 (M, Z) is a direct consequence of the above 

theorem. Upon passing to coefficients in Q, we may express each of the c; in terms 

of h. If in addition we have b = I,7=1 {3d ai, the last relation in the above presen

tation becomes vacuous, so that H 1(M, Q) is free over (a1, ... ,a8 , b1, •.• ,b8 , h). 
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If b * I,7=_ 1{3;/œi, we view zn+l as a free group over a basis (C1, .•• , Cn, H) and 

consider the map represented by the matrix 

M= 

1 

with respect to this basis. Then H1 (M, Z) 2:: z2g EB H with H 2:: coker(M), and the 

order of His given by I detM 1- We can view Mas a matrix with coefficients in 

Q to compute this determinant, obtaining 

(b - "'.l f!l.) /3 "-'1=1 a; 1 f3n 

ldetMI = 
Û Œ1 

n 

= lb - I:/3;/œïlœ1 ... Œn. 

i=l 

0 

D 

As a second corollary of theorem 69, we obtain the following lemma relating the 

fundamental group of a Seifert fibred space to the orbifold fundamental group of 

its base space: 

LEMMA 71. Let M be an orientable Seifert fibred with base orbifold B, and let h 

be an element of the fandamental group of M represented by a regular fibre. Then 

there is an exact sequence 

PRooF. This is a direct consequence of the presentations we have given for 1r1 (M) 

and Jr'?1rb(B): note that if M = M(g, b; 131 , ... , 13• ), quotienting 1r1 (M) by (h) yields 
ai Œn 

exactly lr{rb(B). D 

REMARK 72. For convenience, we have not defined the orbifold fundamental 

group for orbifolds with reflector curves, as we will not need such generality 

in what follows. Modulo such a definition, the above proposition remains true 

even if M is not assumed to be orientable. 

THEOREM 73. Let M be a closed, orientable Seifert fibred space with base orbifold 

B and projection map p, and let g : B' ~ B be an orbifold covering. Then there 
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exists an orientable Seifert .fibred space M' with base orbifold B' and projection 

map p' as well as a covering map g : M' ~ M such that 

(1) p O g = g Op' 

(2) for every regular fibre <p of M and for every connected component </J' of 

g-i(f), the map g restricts to a homeomorphismfrom </J' to <p. 

PROOF. Let fi, ... , fn be the singular fibres of M and let Fi, ... Fn and Di, ... , Dn 

be neighbourhoods as described in the beginning of section 5.2. Let 

Xi = p(fi), · · ·, Xn = p(fn) 

denote the cone points of B. Set 

• Bo = B - (Di U ... U Dn), 

• B~ = g-i(Bo), 

• go= glB' 
0 

• Mo = M - (Fi U ... U F'n), 

• Po= PIMo, 

so that g0 is a covering map between connected surfaces and p0 is a locally trivial 

circle bundle. 

We now set M~ = {(f, x) : p0(f) = g0(x)} ç Mo X B~ and define g0 and p~ to be 

the projections of M~ onto M 0 and onto B~ respectively. Note that this is simply 

the standard pullback construction, so that by general fibre space theory, g0 is a 

covering map between 3-manifolds and p~ is a locally trivial circle bundle. lt 

is clear that if fis a fibre of M0 and f' is a connected component of g0-i(f), 

then the map g0 restricts to a homeomorphism from f' to f. Note also that by 

construction, we have p0 o g0 = g0 o p~: 

M, go M, 
o- 0 

P~ ! ! Po 

B, go B 
o- 0 

It remains to extend g0 and p~ to obtain our desired covering and projection maps. 
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This can be done stepwise as follows: given xi, fixa component v; of g-1(Di). 

Set Ti = ô Fi and r; = Po 1 ( ôD;) ~ S 1 x S 1. Then r; is a connected component 

of g01(Tï) and g0lr; is a covering map with image h As the xi for j * i and their 

associated neighbourhoods will not intervene in the rest of the proof, we will drop 

the index i. Summarizing, we have the following commutative diagram: 

T' __!_... T 

p' ! !p 
D'~D 

where J = golr,, h = 8oln1 , p' = p~IT', and p = Polr (this choice of notation will 

be made clear later on). 

By hypothesis, h is an orbifold covering between the orbifolds D' with one cone 

point at y := h-1(x), which we shall denote D'(y), and D with one cone point at 

x, which we shall denote D(x). Let,8 and œ denote the respective orders of y and 

x as cone points. By the general theory of orbifold coverings, ,8 divides œ and the 

map h restricts to a 8 := œ/,8-fold covering map outside of y and x. In particular, 

the map 

f : = hic, : C' ~ C, 

where C' = ôD' and C = ôD, is a 8-fold covering map. Thus we have determined 

the order of the covering map J: T' ~ T: it is also a 8-fold covering map by 

commutativity of the above diagram. 

Our objective is to fill T' with a solid torus F' and construct a covering map 

h : F' ~ F which restricts to J on T'. We do this as follows: letµ be a meridian 

of F. The connected components of J-1(µ) are disjoint essential simple closed 

curves in f, hence are isotopie. Letting fi denote any one of these components, 

we glue a solid torus F' into T' by identifying its meridian to µ (this operation is 

not affected by varying fi in its isotopy class). Note that this also identifies D(y) 

with a meridian disk in F'. In order to extend the domain of J from T' to F', 

we must show that that J-1 (µ) has exactly 8 connected components in T', so that 

each of them maps homeomorphically onto µ. 

Let c be the number of connected components of J-1(µ), and let <p be some reg

ular fibre of T. When placed in minimal intersection position, µ and <p intersect 

in precisely œ points of same sign (as xis of order œ). Hence J-1(µ) and J-1(</J) 
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intersect in precisely 80: points of same sign. Now J-1(</J) has precisely 8 con

nected components, as j is a 8-fold covering map. Letting ~ denote a connected 

component of J-1 ( <p ), we see that J-1 ( <p) represents 8 times <p on the level of ho

mology. Similarly, J-1(µ) represents c times µ. Finally, because the projection 

map from T' to Chas degree f3 (as y is a cone point of order /3), µand~ intersect 

in precisely f3 points. Thus, denoting the intersection number of two curves y and 

y' by #(y, y'), we have 

80: = #(./-1(µ),/-1(</J)) = c8#(µ,~) = c8f3, 

so that c = œ//3 = 8. We may therefore extend J to a 8-fold covering map 

h: F' ~ F. 

We then equip F' with a Seifert fibre structure by pulling back the fibres of F 

via h. As D(y) is identified with a meridian disk of F', each fibre of F' can be 

collapsed to a point in D(y), yielding a projection F' ~ D(y). By construction, 

the diagram 

is commutative and restricts to 

on the boundaries, so that we have effectively extended the domain of g0 and Pb 
to Mb u p-1(F'). 

Proceeding as above with each of the xi, after n steps we will have extended g0 

and Pb to M', obtaining maps g and p' as well as a commutative diagram of the 

form 
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g 
M'----------M 

p' 

~./ 
M, go M. 

o--- 0 

p~ ! ! Po 

B~~Bo 

/g~ 
B' B 

p 

as desired. Property (2) of the theorem is clear from the construction. o 

THEOREM 7 4. Let M be a closed, orientable Seifert fibred space with base orbifold 

S 2(œ1,œ2,a3) which is not S 2 x S 1. Then 1r1(M) isfinite if and only if(a1, œ2, œ3) 

satisfies 
1 1 1 
-+-+->1. 
Œ1 Œ2 Œ3 

PRooF. Examining the presentation given above for the case g = 0 and n = 3, we 

get 

By proposition 14 this group is infinite if and only if .l. + .l. + .l. ::; 1. Thus if 
a1 a2 œ3 

,r1(M) is finite, n?1rb(B) must be finite by lemma 71, yielding .l. + .l. + .l. > 1. 
a1 a2 œ3 

It remains to see that when .l. + .l. + .!. > l, n1 (M) is finite. When this is the 
a1 a2 œ3 

case, lft.rb(B) can be identified with a finite isometry group of S 2, realizing Bas 

a quotient of S 2, thus yielding an orbifold covering map S 2 ~ B (see pages 413 

and 425 of [45] for details). Theorem 73 then yields an orientable Seifert space 

M' with base space S 2 and no exceptional fibres, as well as a covering map from 

M' to M. Thus M' must be a lens space by the exclusion of S 1 x S 2 and by 

remark 67, and as such is universally covered by S 3• It then follows from the 

compactness of S 3 that M has finite fundamental group. Indeed, Mis universally 

covered by S 3, so that by fixing a point p in M, there exists a bijection between 

n1 (M) and the preimage y of p via the covering map from S 3 to M. Because y is 

discrete and closed in S 3, it is finite. D 
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THEOREM 7 5. Let M be a closed oriented Seifert manifold which is not S 2 X S 1. 

Then M has finite fundamental group if and only if M has base orbifold one of 

the following: 

(1) S 2(œ1); 

(2) S 2(œi, Œz); 

(3) S 2(œ1, Œz, Œ3) With .l. + .l. + .l_ > 1; 
ŒJ Œz Œ3 

(4) P2(œ1). 

PRooF. By the presentations given above, M has infinite fundamental group if 

the surface S underlying its base orbifold is not S 2 or P2• Indeed, we have the 

following string of surjective group homomorphisms: 

1r1(M)-+ 1rrb(B)-+ 1r1(S)-+ H1(S), 

so that we may restrict to the cases where S = S 2 or S = P2 • 

If S = S 2, by remark 67, the Seifert spaces corresponding to cases 1 and 2 in the 

theorem statement are S 3 or are lens spaces. Case 3 is covered by theorem 74. If 

M has more that four exceptional fibres, the group ~rb(B) has presentation 

with n ~ 4, and this group can be realized as the conformai subgroup r* of the 

group r generated by the reflections through the sides of a hyperbolic (resp. eu

clidean for n = 4, œ1 = œ2 = œ3 = œ4 = 2) n-gon !),, with angles 2L, ..• , 2L. The 
ŒJ Œn 

group r is infinite: in fact, it can be shown that it acts on H2 (resp R.2) with funda-

mental domain /),,, yielding a tiling whose tiles are in one-to-one correspondence 

with the elements of r. See [31] for details in the hyperbolic case. As r* is of 

index two in r, it is also infinite, so that ultimately ,r1(M) is as well. 

For the case where S = P2 , we refer the reader to chapters 9 and 10 of the final 

section of [ 47], where case 4 is proved by studying covering maps between Seifert 

spaces. D 

We end this section with a lemma about Seifert spaces with base orbifolds over 

S 2 or P2, which will be useful later. 
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LE:MMA 76. Suppose that M = M(g; b, 131 , • •• , Pn) where g = 0 or g = -1. Let 
ŒJ Œn 

</J: 1r1(M) ---+ Homeo+OR) be a group homomorphism. Then </J(h) is conjugate to 

translation by ± 1 if and only if the action induced by </J has no global fixed points. 

PRooF. If </J(h) is conjugate to translation by ±1, then the action induced by <fJ 

cannot have any global fixed points. Conversely, suppose that the action induced 

by <fJ has no global fixed points. By lemma 38, it suffi.ces to show that </J(h) has 

no fixed points. We proceed by contradiction: suppose there is a t E lR. such that 

</J(h)(t) = t. By theorem 69, we have 

</J(Yiri<t) = <fJ<h)-13i<t) = t 

for all i, 1 ::5: i :5: n. Because </J(Yï) is orientation-preserving, it must also fix t. If 

g = -1, we also have 

so that </J(a1) also fixes t. But this means that tisa global fixed point for the action 

of M, which is a contradiction. Thus </J(h) cannot have any fixed points. o 

5.4. Seifert spaces, homology spheres, and torus knots 

Corollary 70 allows us to determine exactly when a Seifert fibred space is an 

integer homology sphere: 

THEOREM 77. Let M = M(g,b; 131 , ••• , f3n) be a Seifert-fibred integer homology 
a1 Œn 

sphere. Then M has base orbifold over S 2 with exceptional fibres f1, ••• , fn. 
Writing (œi,f3D for the Seifert invariant of fï, we have gcd(œi, œj) = 1 whenever 

i * j. Conversely, given any list a1, ... ,an ofintegers satisfying gcd(œi,aj) = 1 

whenever i * j, there exists a unique integer homology sphere with base orbifold 

S2(a1, ... , Œn). 

PRooF. Let M be an integer homology sphere and write M = M(g, b; /3,, ... , Pn ). 
O[ Cln 

First note that if we had g < 0, the underlying surface of the base orbifold of 

M would admit a double cover, which would lift to a double cover of M, which 

would imply that H1(M;Zz) is nontrivial as it surjects onto Zz. Combining this 
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with corollary 70, we see that we must have b * E7=1 {3d œi and g = 0 for other

wise, M would not even be a rational homology sphere. We have 
n n 

1 = IH1 (M)I = lb - Lf3dœilœ1 ... Œn = lbœ1 ... Œn - Lf3iœl ... âi ... Œnl, 
i=l i=I 

where âi indicates that œi is to be omitted from the expression. This gives a 

Bezout relation for the set of n + 1 integers {bœ1 ... œn} U {0:1 ... âi ... œnh:,;i:,;n, 

which implies that gcd(œi, œj) = 1 whenever i * j. Indeed, if d <livides œi and 

œi with i * j, then d must <livide bœ1 ... œn - E7=1f3ia1 ... âi ... Œn = ±1, so that 

d = ±1. 

Conversely, given a list œ1, ... , œn of integers satisfying gcd(œi, œj) = 1 when

ever i * j, we may find integers B and Yi (1 ::;; i ::;; n) such that Bœ1 ••• œn -

E7=1 YïŒ1 ... âi ... an = 1, and by the forward direction of the proof, setting 
M = M(O, !l.1 ; Yi , ••• , Yn) = M(O, b; 131 , ••• , 13• ), we obtain an integer homology 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

sphere. This solution is unique: indeed, given another sequence of integers B' 

and y; (1 ::;; i ::;; n) such that 

n 

B' 0:1 ... Œn - L y;œ1 ... âi ... Œn = 1, 
i=l 

't M' - M'(O B'. Yi Y,,) - M'(O b'· Pi 13~) B th .c d d' we wn e - , -1 , - , ... , - - , , - , ... , - . y e 1-orwar rrec-
a1 °'n a1 °'n 

tion of the proof, we have 

as well as 

n 

bœ1 ... Œn - Lf3iœl ... âi ... Œn = 1 
i=l 

n 

b' 0:1 ... Œn - Lf3;a1 ... âi . .. Œn = 1. 
i=l 

Subtracting the second of these expressions from the first and reducing modulo œi 

yields /3i - p; = 0 mod ai for each i. As these are normalized Seifert invariants, 

they satisfy O < /3 < œi and O < p; < ai for each i, so that f3ï = p; for each i and 

thus b = b' as well. 

We note that for n ::;; 2, the integer homology sphere obtained is S 3, as otherwise 

we would obtain a lens space, and for n ~ 3, we obtain distinct Seifert manifolds 

following our choices of œi by theorem 68. D 
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The above result implies that Seifert fibred integer homology spheres generically 

have hyperbolic base orbifolds. Specifically, we have the following: 

PRoPosmoN 78. Let M be a Seifert fibred integer homology sphere. If Mis neither 

S 3 nor the Poincaré homology sphere, then its base orbifold is hyperbolic. 

PROOF. By theorem 77, M bas base orbifold S 2 with n exceptional fibres, and if 

n :5 2, then M is S 3• If n ~ 4, then either its base orbifold is hyperbolic by 

theorem 62, or œ1 = œ2 = œ3 = œ4 = 2, in which case it cannot be an integer 

homology sphere because the ai are not coprime. If n = 3, then its base orbifold 

is hyperbolic unless ; 1 + ; 2 + ; 3 ~ 1 (again by by theorem 62). The only triple 

(œ1, œ2, œ3) satisfying this condition with the ai pairwise coprime is (2, 3, 5), and 

in this case Mis the Poincaré homology sphere (see [29] for more details on this 

manifold). o 

CoROILARY 79. Let M be a Seifert-fibred integer homology sphere. If M is nei

ther the Poincaré homology sphere nor S 3, then its fundamental group is left

orderable. 

PROOF. Let M be as stated. By the above proposition, the base orbifold B of 

Mis hyperbolic, so that ,r'{rb(B) = 1r1(M)/(h) is a nontrivial group of hyperbolic 

isometries, i.e. a nontrivial subgroup of PS ~(R) c Homeo+(S 1 ). By proposition 

43, 1r1 (M) is left-orderable. o 

The branched cyclic covers of torus knots are always Seifert fibred, and a com

plete description of their Seifert invariants is known. We will not state the full 

result here; we refer the reader to [37]. We state only the cases that will be nec

essary for our purposes later: 

THEOREM 80. Let n, p, and q be integers with p and q coprime such that O :5 q < p. 

Let d, p be such that dp + qb = -1. Then "i:.nTp,q is Seifert fibred. Suppose that 

gcd(pq, n) = a * 1, n, and take m such that P; m = 1 mod n/ a. Let k be defined 
by pqm = 1-k!:l.. 

a a 

(1) Ijgcd(p,n) = 1, then 

( 
-m dk bk bk) 

"i:.nTpq = M O; - 1-, - 1-, -, ... , - , 
' naqap p 

where !zk is repeated a times. p 
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(2) Ifgcd(p,n) = a, then 

( 
-m dk dk bk ) 

"LnTpq = M O; - 1-, -, ... , -, - 1-, , 
· na q q pa 

where where ~k is repeated a times. 

As a corollary of the main result in [37), we have the following: 
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CoROLLARY 81. "LnTp,q is an integer homology sphere if and only if gcd(pq,n) = 1. 



CHAPTER 6 

FOLIATIONS 

6.1. Basic definitions and general results 

Let M be a 3-dimensional manifold. A foliated chart of codimension k (with 

k = l or k = 2) is an open set U in M together with a diffeomorphism 

where 

cp : U ~ Br x Bm c R3-k x Rk, 

• If k = l, Bm is an interval in R, and Bris of the form 11 x 12 , where the 

Ji are intervals in R; 

• If k = 2, Br is an interval in R, and Bm is of the form 11 x 12, where the 

Ji are intervals in R 

Given a foliated chart ( U, cp ), the sets 

Ps = cp-1(Br X {s}) 

and 

St = cp- 1({t} X Bm) 

are called, respectively, plaques and transversals of the foliated chart. 

Let <r = {FAhEA be a decomposition of M into connected, immersed surfaces, 

and suppose that M admits an atlas { ( U a, 'Pa) }aE.91 of foliated charts of codimen

sion k such that for each a E 31 and for each À E A, the set LA n U a is a union of 

plaques. Tuen <r is said to be a foliation of codimension l, and { ( U a, cpa)}aE.91 is 

called a foliated atlas associated to r. 

We call each Lit a leaf of the foliation. Given two charts (Ua,'Pa) and (U13 ,cp13), 

we can write the transition maps <Pa/3 := cp13 o cp;1 as 
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(x,y,z) H (1/fap(x,y,z),Zap(x,y,z)). 

We call the maps Zaf3 the transverse coordinate changes of the two given charts. 

As is standard for objects defined on manifolds, an equivalence relation is defined 

on foliated atlases in such a way that equivalent foliated atlases correspond to the 

same foliation. We refer the interested reader to [11] for a careful treatment of 

foliations. The important fact for our purposes is that for a given foliation 'F, we 

can choose a foliated atlas U such that it satisfies the following conditions: 

• if P and Q are two plaques in distinct charts of U, then P n Q is open in 

P and in Q; 

• the transverse coordinate changes Zap(x, y, z) are locally independent of 

(x,y) (for the case k = 1) or of x (for the case k = 2); 

• the transverse coordinate changes Zaf3 satisfy the cocyle conditions: 

Zap o Zpy = Zay 

DEFINITION 82. A foliation 'Fis called co-orientable if detza/3 > 0 for all a,/3 E .:1{, 

that is, if the transverse foliation to 'F can be coherently oriented. 

The space obtained by identifying each leaf of a foliation to a point is called the 

leaf space of the foliation. Its topology can be quite complicated in general. We 

will not need to know much about the leaf space of a foliation, but we will need 

the following definition: 

DEFINITION 83. Let 'F be a codimension one foliation on a three-dimensional man

ifold M. Let 'Y denote the pullback foliation of 'F to the universal cover of M 

( whose leaves are the connected components of the preimages of leaves of 'F via 

the projection map). Then 'Fis said to be JR.-covered if the leaf space of 'Y is 

homeomorphic to R Given such a foliation, the action of n1 (M) on 'Y induces a 

group homomorphism t,b: n1(M)--+ Homeo(JR.). 

LEMMA 84. Let M be a compact, connected three manifold, and let 'F be a co

oriented foliation of M which is JR.-covered. Then, with the notation of the previ

ous de.finition, the image of t,b lies in Homeo+(lR). 

PRoPosmoN 85. Let M be a compact, connected, P2-irreducible manifold which 

admits a co-oriented JR.-coveredfoliation. Then M has left-orderable fundamental 

group. 
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PRooF. See proposition 5.3 of [9]. 
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D 

DEFINITION 86. A foliation is called taut if there exists a single simple closed curve 

which is everywhere transverse to the leaves of the foliation. 

LEMMA 87. A transverse loop to a taut foliation has infinite order in the funda

mental group. 

PRooF. See section 3.1 of [34]. D 

THEOREM 88. Suppose b1 (M) > O. Then M admits a taut foliation. 

PRooF. This is theorem 5.5 of [18]. D 

We end this section with a theorem relating L-spaces to taut foliations, first 

proved in [42]. The proof was reliant on a result due to Eliashberg and Thurston 

[16] concerning approximations of on C2 taut foliations by contact structures. 

This was recently extended to c0 foliations in [28] and in [5]. 

THEOREM 89. Suppose M admits a co-orientable tautfoliation. Then Mis not an 

L-space. 

6.2. Foliations and Seifert manifolds 

DEFINITION 90. Let M be compact and Seifert fibred. A horizontal foliation is a 

codimension 1 foliation that is everywhere transverse to the Seifert fibres. 

LEMMA 91. Horizontal foliations are taut. In particular, if M admits a horizontal 

foliation, then 1r1 (M) has infinite fundamental group. 

PRooF. This is by definition, because a Seifert fibre is a circle. D 

Note that this immediately shows that Seifert fibred spaces need not admit hor

izontal foliations. In fact, we know exactly when a Seifert manifold admits a 

horizontal foliation; we consider only the orientable case as this is all that we 

will need later. 

THEOREM 92. Let M = M(O, b; /3, , ••• , f3n) with n :2: 3. Then M admits a horizontal 
ai an 

foliation if and only if one of the following holds: 
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(1) -(n - 2) :s; b ::s; -2; 

(2) b = -1 and there exist integers x,y with O < x < y such that after some 

permutation of the ~, we have 
• fh < J:. 

a1 y' 
• fh < y-x. 

a2 y ' 

• l!t. < l fior 3 < i < n · 
a; y - - ' 

(3) b = -(n - 1) and condition 2 holdsfor M(O, -1; ai-Pi, ... , a.-/3"). 
œ1 «n 

PROOF. This is due to a combination of papers: see [15, 27, 36] as well as [9] and 

[20] for details. o 

The following results will be useful later 

PROPOSITION 93. Let M be a compact, connected, orientable Seifert manifold, and 

let 'F be a horizontal foliation on M. Then 'F is co-orientable if and only if the 

underlying suif ace S to the base orbifold of M is orientable. 

PRooF. Let M and 'F be as in the theorem statement, and let h be a regular fibre 

of M. Tuen the tangent field to 'F restricted to a fibred neighbourhood F of h is 

just the pullback of the tangent bundle of S restricted to the image of F under the 

Seifert projection. Thus the orientability of 'F is equivalent to the orientability 

of S . On the other hand, since M is orientable, the orientability of 'F is also 

equivalent to the co-orientability of the foliation transverse to '.F. D 

PROPOSITION 94. Let M be a closed, connected, P2-irreducible Seifertfibred man

ifold with infinite fundamental group. Then every horizontal foliation on M is 

R-covered. 

PRooF. See lemma 5.6 of [9]. D 



CHAPTER 7 

THE L-SPACE CONJECTURE 

7 .1. When Seifert manifolds have left-orderable fondamental groups 

The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem: 

THEOREM 95. Let M be a compact, connected, Seifert fibred three-manifold. Then 

M has a left-orderable fandamental group if and only if one of the following 

holds: 

• b1 (M) > 0 and M is not P2 x S 1 

• b1 (M) = 0, M is orientable, has base orbifold over S 2, and admits a 

horizontal foliation. 

· The proof will be split up into several pieces. First we deal with the case where 

Mis not P2-irreducible: 

PRoPosmoN 96. Let M be a compact, connected, Seifert fibred three-manifold 

which is not P2-irreducible. Then either 

•Mis S 2 X S 1 or S 2 x.S 1 so has nonzero first betti number and left

orderable fandamental group ( equal to Z); or 

• M is P2 x S 1, has nonzero first betti number, base orbifold over P2, and 

has non left-orderable fandamental group ( equal to Zz X Z); or 

• Mis P3#P3, has zero first betti number, is orientable, and has non left

orderable fandamental group ( equal to Zz * Zz). 

PRooF. This essentially follows from theorem 63: if Mis as in the statement, then 

either 

• M is reducible, in which case it is P3# P3 , S 2 x S 1, or S 2x.S 1, or 
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• Mis irreducible, in which case it is not P2-irreducible if and only if 

it is nonorientable and its fundamental group contains an element of 

order two, by theorem 13. The only such Seifert manifold is P2 x S 1 by 

theorem 63. 

The statements about the fundamental groups of these spaces are standard and 

will not be proved here. D 

PROPOSITION 97. Let M be a compact, connected, Seifert-.fibred three-manifold 

with b1 (M) > O. Then M has a left-orderable fundamental group if and only if M 

is not P2 x S 1• 

PRooF. If .1r1 (M) is left-orderable, then M cannot be P2 x S 1• Conversely, suppose 

M is not P2 x S 1. Then M either has fundamental group equal to Z (which is 

left-orderable) or is P2-irreducible by the previous proposition. In the latter case, 

M also has left-orderable fundamental group by corollary 42. D 

We now turn to the case when b1 (M) = O. 

THEOREM 98. Let M be a compact, connected, P2-irreducible Seifert-.fibred three

manifold with b1 (M) = O. Then the fundamental group of M is left-orderable if 

and only if M is orientable, has base orbifold over S 2, and admits a horizontal 

foliation. 

PRooF. Suppose Mis orientable, has base orbifold over S 2, and admits a horizon

tal foliation r. By proposition 93, r is co-orientable because the base orbifold 

is orientable. By proposition 94, <Fis !R-covered. Thus by proposition 85, M has 

left-orderable fundamental group. 

Conversely, suppose M has left-orderable fundamental group. By lemma 12, M 

is closed and orientable. To see that the base orbifold B must be S 2 or P2 , we 

consider the following composition of group homomorphisms: 

where every map is the canonical surjection, and h is an element of .1r1 (M) repre

sented by a Seifert fibre. This gives a surjective map from .1r1 (M) onto the abelian 

group H 1 (B), which yields a surjective map of H 1 (M) onto H 1 (B) by the universal 
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property of the abelianization map. Because H 1 (M) is finite, H 1 (B) must be as 

well, so that B has genus O or -1. 

By our conventions for the Seifert invariants, we have ai ~ 2 for each i, so that in 

general we have 
n 1 n 1 n I(l -- ) ~ I(l - -) = -. 

i=l Œj i=I 2 2 

we now split according to several cases. We first note that n1 (M) is infinite be

cause it is nontrivial and torsion-free. Therefore, 

• if B = P2(a1, ••• , Œn), then n ~ 2, by theorem 75. In this case, the above 

inequality yields L7=1(1 - ~) ~ 1. 

• if B = S 2(a1, ••• , Œn), then either n > 3 or n = 3 with ...1.. + ...1.. + ...1.. :'.5: 1, 
œ1 a2 œ3 

also by theorem 7 5. 

- in the first case, the above inequality yields L7=t (1 - ~) ~ 2; 

- in the second case, we compute directly, obtaining 227=1 (1 - ~) = 
3-(...l.+...l.+...l.)~2 

œ1 œz œ3 

In any case, we get x°rb(B) :'.5: 0, so that B admits an Euclidean or hyperbolic 

structure by theorem 62, and Jr'{rb(B) acts properly discontinuously on JE2 or H2 

with quotient B. Note also that M admits a unique Seifert structure up to isotopy 

by theorem 68. 

Now because n1 (M) is left-orderable, it may be viewed as a subgroup of Homeo+OR) 

by theorem 36 and because n1(M) is finitely presented (hence countable). We 

may suppose that the induced action on Ris fixed point free by lemma 37 (lemma 

5.1 in [9]). By lemma 76, cp(h) is conjugate to translation by ±1. Replacing h by 

h-1 if necessary, we can therefore assume that we have a group homomorphism 

</J : n1 (M) ~ Homeo+(R) such that </J(h) is translation by 1. 

Let iJ denote the universal orbifold cover of B. As iJ is JE2 or H2 , it is homeomor

phic to R2• We let n1 (M) act on ÎJ x R as follows: 

y(x, t) = (p(y)x, cp(y)t), 

where p: n 1(M) ~ Jr'{rb(B) = n1(M)/(h) is the natural projection. We daim that 

this action is free and properly discontinuous. 
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To see that it is free, suppose that y(x, t) = (x, t). Although 1rrb(B) does not act 

freely on the universal cover iJ ( due to the presence of cone points), its action is 

properly discontinuous. Combining this with the fact that p(y)x = x, we see that 

p(y) has finite order k > 0 in 7rf_rb(B). Thus y' = hn for some n E N, so that if 

n is nonzero, the action of </J(yk) on R has no fixed points. This in tum implies 

that </J(y) acts on R without fixed points, contradicting the fact that y(x, t) = (x, t). 

Thus n must be zero, so that y' is trivial in 1r1 (M). As 1r1 (M) is torsion-free, y 

must be the identity element of 1r1 (M). 

To see that the action is properly discontinuous, recall that 7rf_rb(B) acts properly 

discontinuously on B. Let (x, t) be a point in iJ X R, and let U be a neighbourhood 

of x in iJ such that the set 

{y E 1r1(M)lp(y)U n U -:f: 0} 

is finite. Let/ denote the interval (t-!, t+ !). For any y in 1r1(M) which is not the 

identity, the condition that p(y)U n U be empty implies that y(U x /) n U XI is 

also empty, unless p(y) is the identity element of 7rf_rb(B). However, if this is the 

case, y must be some nontrivial power of h, so that </J(y) acts as a nonzero integer 

translation on/. Thus in this case as well, the set y(U x /) n U x I is empty, so 

that the set 

{y E 1r1(M)ly(U X/) n U X l -:f: 0} 

is reduced to the identity element of 1r1 (M). 

The quotient of iJ x R by this action is therefore a manifold N, and we have 

where p' : iJ x R ~ N is the natural projection. As iJ x R is homeomorphic to 

R3, N and M have isomorphic fondamental groups. 

The lines {x} X R in iJ X R descend to a Seifert structure on N, so that N is 

Seifert fibred with infinite fondamental group isomorphic to 1r1 (M). By theorem 

7, M and N are homeomorphic, and by theorem 68, their Seifert structures are 

isomorphic. 

Furthermore, the planes iJ x {t} descend to a horizontal foliation of M, which 

is co-orientable because the R-action upstairs is by orientation-preserving home

omorphisms. By proposition 93, the base orbifold is orientable, so that B = 
D 
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7.2. Relation to L-spaces 

As a corollary of theorem 98, we get the following: 
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PROPOSITION 99. Let M be a compact, connected, orientable Seifert fibred rational 

homology sphere with base orbifold S 2(a1, ... , an). Then n 1 (M) is left-orderable 

if and only if M admits a horizontal foliation. 

The following theorem is proved in [30]: 

PROPOSITION 100. Let M be a compact, connected, orientable Seifertfibred ratio

nal homology sphere with base orbifold S 2(a1, ••• , an). Then the following are 

equivalent: 

• M is not an L-space; 

• M admits a horizontal foliation; 

• M admits a taut foliation. 

It is natural to ask whether the above theorem remains true if we drop the as

sumption that the base orbifold be orientable. Note that by theorem 95, we have 

the following facts: 

• the only compact, connected, Seifert fibred three-manifold with positive 

first betti number whose fondamental group is not left-orderable is P 2 x 

S 1, with base orbifold P 2 ; 

• no compact, connected, Seifert fibred rational homology sphere with 

base orbifold P2 admits a left-orderable fondamental group. 

Drawing intuition from proposition 100, and hoping that having a left-orderable 

fondamental group might be an obstruction to being an L-space, one could con

jecture that every compact, Seifert fibred space with base orbifold over P2 is an 

L-space. This turns out to be true: 

PROPOSITION 101. Let M be a Seifertfibred space with base orbifold P2(a1, •.. , an), 

where œ1 2:::: 1 ifn = 1 and ai 2:::: 2for all 1 ::::; i::::; nif n > 1. Then Mis an L-space. 

PRooF. See proposition 18 of [8]. D 

These results combine to give us the following: 
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THEOREM 102. Let M be a compact, connected, Seifert fibred space. Then 1r1 (M) 

is left-orderable if and only if M is not an L-space. 

7.3. Application to branched cyclic covers of torus knots 

We define a manifold to be excellent if it has left-orderable fundamental group 

and admits a co-orientable taut foliation (hence is also not an L-space by Theorem 

89), and we call a manifold a total L-space if it is an L-space, admits no co

orientable taut foliation, and has non-left-orderable fondamental group. Note 

that by theorem 102, if M is a compact, connected, Seifert fibred manifold which 

is not excellent, then either 

• 1r1 (M) is not left-orderable, in which case it is an L-space, and thus 

cannot admit a co-orientable taut foliation by theorem 89; or 

• M does not admit a co-orientable taut foliation, in which case b1 (M) = 
0 by theorem 88. Now M cannot both admit a horizontal foliation 

and have base orbifold S 2, as this would mean that there exists a co

orientable taut foliation on M. Thus 1r1(M) is not left-orderable by the

orem 95, so that Mis an L-space. 

In any case, we see that Mis a total L-space. We summarize this with the follow

ing proposition: 

PROPOSITION 103. Let M be a compact, connected, Seifertfibred manifold. Then 

M is excellent if and only if it is not a total L-space. 

We have seen earlier that cyclic branched covers of S 3 branched over torus knots 

are Seifert fibred. Thus by the above proposition, they are either total L-spaces 

or are excellent. Certainly if their fondamental group is finite, they must be to

tal L-spaces, as their fondamental group cannot be left-orderable. As it turns 

out, this is the only restriction, i.e. such manifolds are excellent if and only if 

their fondamental group is infinite. To see this, we begin with a few preliminary 

results. 

LEMMA 104. Let d divide n and suppose LJTp,q is excellent. Then 'LnTp,q is also 

excellent. 
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PRooF. Because d <livides n, there is a natural map Pn,d such that the following 

diagram commutes (where Pn and Pd are the branched covering projections): 

Pn.d 
LnTp,q - LdTp,q 

~ tPd 
S3 

As Pn and Pd are nonzero degree maps, sois Pn,d· By hypothesis, LdTp,q is excel

lent, and in particular, has left-orderable fundamental group. Because torus knots 

are prime knots (see page 95 of [10]), their branched cyclic covers are prime man

ifolds (see [43]), so that LnTp,q must also have left-orderable fondamental group 

by corollary 41. Thus by theorem 95, LnTp,q is excellent. D 

We will repeatedly use the fact that Tp,q = Tq,p in the following (see section 3.E 

of [10] for basic properties of torus knots). 

PRoPosmoN 105. If gcd(n,pq) = 1, then LnTp,q is excellent unless {p,q,n} = 

{2, 3, 5}. 

PRoOF. Suppose gcd(n, pq) = 1. By corollary 81, we can view LnTp,q as a Seifert

fibred integer homology sphere with three exceptional fibres. By corollary 79, 

1r1(LnTp,q) is left-orderable unless {p,q,n} = {2,3,5}. By theorem 95, LnTp,q is 

therefore excellent unless {p, q, n} = {2, 3, 5}. o 

PROPOSITION 106. Suppose that r divides either p or q. Then LrTp,q is excellent 

except in the following cases: 

• L2T4,3; 

• L3T3,2; 

• L2Tk,2for some integer k ~ 2. 

PROOF. The proof of this proposition makes extensive use of theorem 80 and of 

92 and is quite lengthy. We refer the interested reader to [20], where it is done in 

full detail. D 

We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section: 
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THEOREM 107. Let n, p, and q be integers ~ 2 and such that p and q are relatively 

prime with q < p. Then "'i:..nTp,q is excellent if and only ifitsfundamental group is 

not finite, that is, if and only if"'i:..nTp,q is not one of the following: 

• 'f-2Ts,3; 

• 'f-2T4,3; 

• LnT3,2 with 2 :s; n :s; 5; 
• 'f.2Tp,2 with 3 :s; p; (note that strictly speaking, we need only write 7 :s; p 

here) 

• LnTs,2 with 2 :s; n :s; 3. 

lf"'i:..nTp,q is not excellent, then it is a total L-space. 

PROOF. By proposition 105, 'f.2T5,3 is a total L-space and we may suppose that we 

are dealing with 'f-nTp,q with gcd(n, pq) ::f. 1. Note that if gcd(n, p) and gcd(n, q) 

were both equal to one, we would have gcd(n, pq) = l, so that n must have some 

divisors in common with either p or q. Let d be such an integer. Thus "'i:..dTp,q is 

excellent exactly when it does not take one of the forms listed in proposition 106. 

As d <livides n, we therefore have by lemma 104 that "'i:..nTp,q is excellent except 

maybe in the cases 

• (n, p, q) = (n, 4, 3); 

• (n, p, q) = (n, 3, 2); 

• (n, p, q) = (n, k, 2) for some integer k > 3, 

which we have split up in this way for convenience of proof. Writing n = 
2a3hscm, where mis some integer such that gcd(m, 2 · 3 · 5) = 1, we first deal with 

the case where m ::f. l, so that m ~ 7. Note also that in any case, gcd(m, q) = 1. 

• If we also have gcd(m, p) = 1, then gcd(m, pq) = 1 so that by proposi

tion 105, 'f-mTp,q is excellent, and by lemma 104, "'i:..nTp,q is as well. 

• If gcd(m,p) ::f. 1, lets be a prime factor of m and of p. Then s ~ 7, so 

that 'f-sTp,q is excellent by proposition 106, and sois 'f-nTp,q by lemma 

104. 

In any case, we see that if m ::f. l, "'i:..nTp,q is excellent. We may thus suppose that 

n is of the form n = 2a3hy. We now split into three cases following the values of 

p andq: 
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Case 1: (p, q) = (4, 3). Note that l:5T4,3 is excellent by proposition 105. Thus if 

n is divisible by 5, LnT4,3 is excellent by lemma 104. We may therefore restrict 

to the case where c = O. Noting that l:3T4,3 is excellent by proposition 106, we 

again have by lemma 104 LnT4,3 is excellent if n is divisible by 3. We may thus 

restrict to the case where n is of the form n = 2a. Note that n 1(l:2T43) is finite 

by corollary 20, so that l:2T4,3 is a total L-space. By proposition 106, l:4T4,3 is 

excellent, so that by lemma 104, LnT4,3 is excellent whenever n is of the form 

n = 2a with a 2:: 2. 

Case 2: (p, q) = (3, 2). We first note that l:2T3,2, l:3T3,2, l:4T3,2, and l:5T3,2 have 

finite fundamental group by corollary 20, so that they are total L-spaces. We also 

note that I:2sT3,2 is excellent by 105, so that by lemma 104, LnT3,2 is excellent 

if c 2:: 2. Furthermore, if we can show that l:8T3,2 and l:9T3,2 are excellent, we 

will have shown that LnT3,2 is excellent if a 2:: 3, b 2:: 2, again by lemma 104. 

It would then only be necessary to verify that l:6T3,2, l:10T3,2, and l:1sT3,2 are 

excellent, which would give us that l:12T3,2 and l:20T3,2 are excellent by lemma 

104, completing the proof for the case (p, q) = (3, 2). 

Case 3: (p, q) = (k, 2) for some integer k > 3. Then the spaces l:2Tp,z are 

total L-spaces because they have finite fundamental group by corollary 20. Note 

also that because p and q were taken to be coprime, we in fact have p ;;;:: 5. If 

gcd(p, 5) = 1, then l:5Tp,2 is excellent by proposition 105. If gcd(p, 5) * 1, then p 

must be divisible by 5, so that we also have that l:5Tp,2 is excellent by proposition 

106. We therefore have that LnTp,2 is excellent if c 2:: 1 by lemma 104, so that we 

may suppose n to be of the form 2a3b. 

If p 2:: 7, then l:3Tp,2 is excellent: indeed, if gcd(3, p) = 1, this follows from 

proposition 105, while if gcd(3,p) * 1, it follows from proposition 106. We 

therefore have that LnTp,Z is excellent when p 2:: 7 and b ;;;:: 1 by lemma 104. If we 

can show that l:4Tp,Z is excellent, we will have dealt with the case (p, q) = (k, 2) 

with k;;;:: 7. 

If p = 5, then l:2Ts,2 and l:3Ts,2 are total L-spaces because they have finite fun

damental group, while I:9Ts,2 is excellent by proposition 105, so that LnTs,2 is 

excellent when b 2:: 2 by lemma 104. Thus if we can show that l:4T5,2 and l:6T5,2 

are excellent, the theorem will be proved. 
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We list the specific cases still requiring proof, in the order in which they appeared 

above: 

(1) :EsT3,2; 

(2) :E9T3,2; 

(3) :E6T3,2; 

(4) :E10T3,2; 

(5) :E1sT3,2; 

(6) :E4Tp,2 for p ~ 5; 

(7) :E6Ts,2-

Cases 1 through 3 and case 6 are dealt with in [20], who leave cases 4, 5, and 

7 to the reader. We will therefore cover these cases here, using theorem 80 to 

explicitly compute the Seifert invariants of our manifolds. 

Case 4: Using the notations oftheorem 80, we can take b = 1,d = -1, and m = 7, 

yielding k = -4, so that 

:E10T3,2=M(o; ~7,4, ~4. ~4)=M(o,-2;~,~.~)-

We see that M ( 0, -1; f, f, i) satisfies condition 2 of theorem 92 with x = 1 

and y = 2, so that :E10T3,2 admits a horizontal foliation, and thus is excellent by 

theorem 95. 

Case 5: We can take b = 1, d = -1, and m = 8, yielding k = -3, so that 

( -8 3 3 3 ) ( 2 1 1 1 ) :E15 T3,2 = M O; S' 2, 2, 2, -3 = M 0, -2; 5, 2, 2, 2 · 

We see that M ( 0, -2; i, ! , ! , ! ) satisfies condition 1 of 92. 

Case 7: We can take b = 2,d = -1, and m = -1, yielding k = 2, so that :E10T3,2 
admits a horizontal foliation, and thus is excellent by theorem 95. 

( 1 4 4) ( 1 4 4) :E6T5,2 = M O; 3, -2, 5, 5 = M 0, -2; 3, 5, 5 · 

We see that M ( 0, -1; i, f, f) satisfies condition 2 of 92 with x = 3 and y = 4, so 

that "i:.6T5,2 admits a horizontal foliation, and thus is excellent by theorem 95. o 
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7 .4. The L-space conjecture 

We end by discussing the main conjecture connecting L-spaces to taut foliations 

and left-orderability. We begin with a definition: a graph manifold is a 3 manifold 

X containing a family of disjoint embedded tori (Ti)iEJ such that the components 

of X - U Ti are Seifert-fibred. Equivalently, graph manifolds are manifolds whose 

JSJ components are all Seifert-fibred. Graph manifolds will be important in what 

follows because many of the conjectures we will introduce are verified for such 

manifolds. 

Let M be a closed, connected, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold (we draw atten

tion to the fact that we are now imposing an orientability condition on M). We 

have seen that when b1 (M) > 0, 

• M has a left-orderable fondamental group (Corollary 42); 

• Mis not an L-space (Proposition 55); 

• M adroits a co-oriented taut foliation (Theorem 88). 

In other words, M is excellent. 

Further, we have seen that when b1(M) = 0 and Mis Seifert-fibred, then Mis 

excellent if and only if it is not a total L-space. The L-space conjecture posits 

that the assumption that M be Seifert-fibred is superfluous: 

CONJECTURE 108. Let M be a closed, connected, orientable, irreducible three

manifold. Then M is excellent if and only if it is not a total L-space. 

To summarize what is known so far, we decompose the above statement as fol

lows: 

• H M admits a co-oriented taut foliation, then M is not an L-space: 

This is known to be true in general: see the references preceding theorem 

89. 

• H M is not an L-space, then M admits a co-oriented taut foliation: 
Not known in general; proven for graph manifolds in [21]. 

• n1 (M) is left-orderable if and only if M admits a co-oriented taut 

foliation: Not known in general; proven for graph manifolds in [7]. 
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• If 1r1(M) is left-orderable, then Mis not an L-space: Not known in 

general; proven for graph manifolds in [6]. 

• If Mis not an L-space, then ,r1(M) is left-orderable: lt follows from 

the above results that this is true for graph manifolds. 

Thus the L-space conjecture is verified for graph manifolds. In particular, the 

twofold branched covers of arborescent knots verify the L-space conjecture (see 

appendix A of [ 4]). ln light of this, it would be interesting to see evidence for 

non graph manifolds. The following theorem is proved in [8]: 

THEOREM 109. ([8], corollary 6) Let M be a closed, connected, Sol manifold. 

Then M verifies the L-space conjecture. 

Because Seifert spaces account for ail geometric manifolds except for Sol man

ifolds and hyperbolic manifolds, the above theorem combines with theorem 102 

to give us the following: 

THEOREM 110. Let M be a closed, connected, non-hyperbolic geometric manifold. 

Then 1r1 (M) is left-orderable if and only if Mis not an L-space. 

Hyperbolic manifolds can also arise as cyclic branched covers of knots and links. 

The conjecture has been verified for certain such families of manifolds, for ex

ample: 

THEOREM 111. ([8], theorem 8) Let L be a non-split alternating link. Then r.2(L) 

verifies the L-space conjecture. 

ln addition to this, Nathan Dunfield has verified the conjecture by band for many 

hyperbolic manifolds. Based on the census of 11,031 closed hyperbolic three

manifolds elaborated by Hodgson and Weeks [13], Dunfield has been unable to 

find any counterexamples to the conjecture thus far. Dunfield then studied two

fold branched covers of non-altemating links with fewer than 16 crossings, gener

ating 265,503 hyperbolic rational homology spheres. Again, no counterexample 

was found. For information on how this was done, see [14]. 

We end with another important conjecture, first formulated by Ozsvath and Szab6 

in the context of L-spaces: 
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CONJECTURE 112. (Heegaard-Floer Poincaré conjecture) The only irreducible in

teger homology spheres which are L-spaces are S 3 and the Poincaré homology 

sphere 1:(2, 3, 5). 

In [3], Boyer and Boileau proved the following: 

THEOREM 113. ([3]) Let W be a graph manifold integer homology sphere. Then 

W admits a co-oriented taut foliation if and only if W is not S 3 or the Poincaré 

homology sphere 1:(2, 3, 5). 

Combined with the above results on graph manifolds, this verifies the Heegaard

Floer Poincaré conjecture for graph manifolds. The above conjecture, combined 

with the presumed equivalence between co-oriented taut foliations, left-orderable 

fondamental groups, and non L-spaces, lead to the following problems: 

PRoBLEM 114. Show that the only irreducible integer homology spheres with 

non left-orderable fondamental group are S 3 and the Poincaré homology sphere 

1:(2, 3, 5). 

PRoBLEM 115. Show that the only irreducible integer homology spheres which do 

not admit a co-orientable taut foliation are S 3 and the Poincaré homology sphere 

1:(2, 3,5). 
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